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ABSTRACT

Walking the tightrope: A qualitative study of women in law enforcement navigating their worklife challenges (May 2019)

Yanira Esperanza Resendez, Bachelor of Arts, Texas A&M International University:

Chair of Committee: Dr. Ariadne A. Gonzalez

This study aims to explore the work-life challenges that women face in male-dominated
professions, specifically in the criminal justice system. The purpose of this study is to analyze
the work-life challenges women face while working in the criminal justice system, a traditionally
male-dominated field. Amidst the myriad of challenges, women bring a unique face to policing
and other professions within law enforcement and legal professions; understanding women’s
work experiences and how they articulate and implement strategies to manage the varying
challenges is critical in evaluating women’s position within the law enforcement culture and the
pulse of the legal profession.
Employing a qualitative methodology and a thematic analysis to provide a richer
understanding of women’s experiences at work, I conducted 13 semi-structured and in-depth
interviews of women employed in various positions and professions within the criminal justice
field. Organizational communication theories were applied through this research to discover the
gender and occupational roles women were identifying with in terms of work-life challenges.
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Women working these traditionally male-dominated roles were faced with having to
continuously prove themselves while acquiring thick skin, juggling multiple identities and
dealing with over committing at work.
This study revealed women’s communication skills of verbal judo, implementing
supportive relationships and allowing an open and honest dialogue with their children were vital
components and strategies in managing a work-life balance. Despite a myriad of work-life
challenges confronted throughout their career in male-dominated fields, these women went
beyond the call of duty in the pursuit of a work-life balance.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Women have shown their fighting spirit and limitless potential throughout history. Great
efforts have been accomplished for women in the United States towards equality in the
workplace. However, women still face discrimination in the workplace and more so in maledominated professions. Women continue to be overshadowed by men throughout different
organizational professions. This study aims to explore the work-life challenges that women face
in male-dominated professions, specifically in the criminal justice system. The purpose of this
study is to analyze the work-life challenges women face while working in the criminal justice
system, a traditionally male-dominated field. Amidst the myriad of challenges, women bring a
unique face to policing and other professions within law enforcement and legal professions;
understanding women’s work experiences and how they articulate and implement strategies to
manage the varying challenges is critical in evaluating women’s position within the law
enforcement culture and the pulse of the legal profession.
The challenges faced by women working in historically male-dominated fields in a
qualitative study done by Martin and Barnard (2013) emerge from gender hierarchies, spillover
of gender roles, and negative work-identity perceptions. Martin and Barnard (2013) revealed that
“the traditional gender roles and stereotypes of women in society existed in the workplace” (p.
6). Another study focused on male-dominated fields, specifically geared on female pilots and
flight instructors revealed that the work-life challenges women face are lack of acceptance by
their male peers, lack of social support from their organizations and also face stereotyping
__________
This thesis follows the model of Women’s Studies in Communication.
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(Germain, M., Ronan Herzog, M. J., & Hamilton, P. R., 2012). In another male-dominated field
such as engineering, women also face challenges of being accepted, gaining respect, and having
to prove themselves by working long hours as their male counterparts (Watts, 2009). Within the
male-dominated professions of law enforcement and the legal fields, women continually
experience varying work-life challenges. The presumption that women cannot perform a man’s
job and that women have to fit into certain gender roles have created an unnecessary obstacle for
women and young girls alike.
The following literature review focuses on a brief historical description of women and
work in the United States, especially in law enforcement. The work-life balance literature is
important throughout this study (Clark, 2000). The work-life balance scholarship has grown the
last couple of decades and has become foundational in order to gain a deeper understanding of
the underlying dynamic of unbalanced work, family, and life of workers. Clark (2000) defines
balance as “satisfaction and good functioning at work and at home, with a minimum of role
conflict” (p. 751). Identity and role conflict will also add depth into this study as commonly
identified stressors to work-life conflict (Miller, 2012). Role conflict arises when an individual
has two or more role fulfillments that do not coincide with each other whereas Alvesson, et al.
(2008) explain that identity is a crucial component in understanding the complex, unfolding and
dynamic relationship between self, work, and organization. Additionally, time-based conflict was
found to have a detrimental impact within the work-life challenges. Greenhaus and Beutell
(1985) explain time-based conflict is created in two ways: “time pressures associated with
membership in one role may make it physically impossible to comply with expectations arising
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from another role [and] pressures also may produce a preoccupation with one role even when
one is physically attempting to meet the demands of another role” (p. 78).
This literature will provide a better understanding into the work-life challenges women
face in trying to navigate work and life on an everyday basis. This study sought to fill in the gap
of work-life by introducing the work-life experiences and challenges that women face in maledominated fields, specifically in a predominantly Hispanic community deeply engrained with a
machismo culture. Although my participants experience an array of work-life experiences within
their perspective male-dominated professions, the Hispanic male dominance was prevalent and
added an extra challenge for my participants. The burden and traditional values influenced by
machismo stereotypes continued to impose women to fulfill women’s second shift of work.
Through my study, it was reinforced that the concept of machismo permeated into the workplace
and limited many women from exploring their full potential. It is the goal of this research to not
only highlight the work-life challenges within male-dominate professions but to also inspire
other women to be persistent against adversity and conquer their dreams.
Literature Review
Women continue facing many obstacles in the workplace despite significant
accomplishments involving many movements, acts, and organizations that have strived for
equality (Martin, 1999; Martin and Jurik, 1996 & Rabe-Hemp, 2007). For instance, Martin and
Jurik (1996) stated that adoption of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibited
employers from “discrimination on the basis of race, religion, creed, color, sex, or national
origin” (p. 8). Subsequently, in 1972, amendments made to the Civil Rights Act allowed women
to be employed and promoted for patrol without being discriminated against because of gender
(Rabe-Hemp, 2007). Specifically, the obstacles women face in law enforcement and in the legal
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profession include sexual harassment, the glass ceiling effect, juggling in finding appropriate
childcare for children while at work, and limited duties due to pregnancy (del Carmen et al.,
2007; Barratt, 2003, 2014; Flanagan, 2009; Graue et al., 2016; Martin, 1999; Martin and Jurik,
1996 Petrillo, 2007; Rabe-Hemp, 2007). Today, women are still facing discrimination and
inequality, especially in these male-dominated professions. As women make progress towards
equality, there are still complexities that must be addressed.
Women in Policing
Women bring a unique feature to policing and the law enforcement organization, yet their
presence to the male-dominated field is underrepresented. According to a statistical brief
obtained from the U.S. Department of Justice Bureau of Justice Statistics, women account for
only 12 percent of sworn officers in the United States (Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2010).
Women begin facing challenges of inequality during police academy training. A study conducted
by Prokos and Padavic (2002) showed the formal and informal curriculum taught during training
revealed a masculine approach. Furthermore, the study revealed that masculinity is a
fundamental prerequisite in training for policing. Prokos and Padavic (2002) expressed that
“hegemonic masculinity is a central defining concept in the culture of police work in the U.S.”
(p. 442). Hegemonic masculinity is defined as the dominant model that enhances men’s power
through the submissive of women, authority and control that generates a hierarchy in society,
groups and in this particular case, law enforcement (Connell, 1995; Messerschmidt, 1993;
Prokos & Padavic, 2002). Rabe-Hemp (2008) stated that in policing, hegemonic masculinity “is
maintained through authority, heterosexualism, subordination of women and the ability to
display force” (p. 253). This study revealed that hegemonic masculinity often appeared in the
hidden curriculum during the police officer training. A hidden curriculum refers to the lessons
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that are not in the school syllabus. Prokos and Padavic (2002) further revealed that women were
treated like outsiders by their male peers by “using gendered language, eliminating them from
classroom examples and excluding them from bonding experiences (p. 446). Throughout the
training, instructors continuously used the male pronoun, regardless of women enrolled in the
training, and offered more elaborate advice for men in terms of employment skills, salary and
benefit structures.
Moreover, men in the academy held discussions about sports games and their sex lives
while they later participated in farting contests continuously excluding women from these
bonding experiences. They also treated female instructors with less respect than male instructors.
These men stereotyped women by reiterating the feminine and masculine tasks. For example,
Prokos and Padavic (2002) pointed out that when trainees “were cleaning the training room once,
a man called out to the male broom-pushers, ‘Why are you all sweeping? That’s women’s
work?’” (p. 452). The masculine culture in this male-dominated profession begins in the police
academy and remains a significant challenge for women throughout their careers. Rabe-Hemp
(2009) added that hegemonic masculinity in law enforcement is to “maintain female police in
roles the male officers have historically not defined as ‘real police work’ thereby devaluing the
tasks female officers engage in” (p.121). Rabe-Hemp’s (2009) study was designed to explore
women’s experiences throughout their career in resistance and integration. Although the officers
were accepted in their respective agencies, they still experienced sexual harassment,
discrimination, and disrespect throughout their career. In a separate study, Rabe-Hemp (2008)
acknowledged that women’s acceptance in this field was “nurtured, negotiated and maintained
on a daily basis, rather than achieved” (p. 257). This calls for the importance of how women
manage and negotiate their occupational positions in these types of male-dominated occupations.
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This led to some of the women conforming and accomplishing “women” tasks and even passing
up promotion opportunities. Men feel that women are a threat to their masculine identity when
they become officers (Veldman, 2017). Policing is seen as a man’s role; therefore, when women
join the police force, men feel that their identity within the organization becomes weak. Men
who view women as the weaker sex feel that their work identity is undermined when women fill
positions usually held by men (Harris, 2000).
Individuals have several identities including groups they associate within which they
value and feel are essential to describe themselves. Examples of these groups one can identify
with are circle of friends, religion, political party affiliation, social class, etc. Alvesson, Ashcraft,
and Thomas (2008) explain that identity is a crucial component in understanding the complex,
unfolding and dynamic relationship between self, work, and organization. The organization one
works for, such as a police department or a law office, can influence their identity within the
group. In the struggle of trying to be accepted, women in these professions have to reinforce their
traditional gender identities of compassion and understanding to work certain cases. Some
identities can often times clash. These identities can be a lens through which women observe and
perceive the rest of the world. To be specific, psychologists Henri Tajfel and John Turner (1981)
developed the social identity theory, which is described as “an individual’s self-concept which
derives from his knowledge of his membership of a social group (or groups) together with the
value and emotional significance attached to that membership,” (p. 255). This type of selfidentity can be interests, skills, physical attributes or your ethnicity. These identities are
significant in shaping one’s life.
In the process of constructing one’s identity, “identity work” was developed to
understand how individuals modify and shift from one identity to another within their workplace.
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Alvesson, et al., (2008) describe identity work as “the ongoing mental activity that an individual
undertakes in constructing an understanding of self that is coherent, distinct and positively
valued” (p. 15). Additionally, identity work is a continuous process that may be enhanced during
crisis situations, radical transitions as well as stress (Ibarra, 1999). Challenges in understanding
oneself can also affect work identity. Alvesson et al., (2008) added that a person’s self-identity
“implies certain forms of subjectivity and thereby entwines feelings, values and behavior and
points them in particular (sometimes conflicting) directions” (p. 6). Several collective identities
begin to form in the creation of self.
Furthermore, as Swan (2015) argues “society places a particular emphasis and value on
men and women presenting particular traits and behaviors believed more fitting for each gender”
(p. 1). Since an early age, society imposes expectations and behaviors that men and women
should integrate and perform. An individual grows up adopting the traditional gender roles of
how one should behave, communicate, and express themselves and these are different for each
gender. For example, traditional gender roles support the expectations that men should be
providers, display strong and masculine attributes, and never show signs of weakness. On the
other end of the argument, women should take on house responsibilities such as cooking,
cleaning, and washing. Additionally, women also need to be nurturing and be emotionally
available for their children and their significant other. Throughout history, these have been
attributed and known as “women’s work” (Sacharin, Lee & Gonzalez, 2009).
Moreover, the organization individuals work for serves as a factor in employees’ identity
(Grandy, 2008). Researchers found that women working in occupations such as law and
government come into conflict with values related to their “woman identity” (Sacharin, et al.,
2009). Some of these identities can often clash and reflect on a woman's experience in the
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workplace (Sacharin et al., 2009). This organizational identity highlights more than just duties
performed in a shift. The organization one works for can codify a group identity. This can be
further broken down into subcultures in each organization. Alvesson et al. (2008) argue that
identity is a crucial component in “understanding the complex, unfolding and dynamic
relationship between self, work, and organization. These identities form a unique crystallized
image of each individual’s identity yet are continuously changing in the process of being
(Grandy, 2008). Indeed, an organization, gender roles, and culture along with norms, pressures,
and expectations guides an individual into an evolving identity.
Many women are uncertain about how to manage and navigate their organizational and
professional identity. Martin (1999) stated that women in policing “have the choice of either
maintaining their gender identity as policewomen or the police identity as policewomen” (p.
253). Women are expected to take on these masculine roles to fit in and those who do not, face
sexual harassment, sexism, and discrimination (Rabe-Hemp, 2007). These identities in policing
are synonymous with the labels branded onto them. Women feel the pressures of embodying a
masculine identity, like being labeled hard charges, lesbians or butch, or a feminine identity and
labeled station queens, sluts or pansy police (Graue et al., 2016; Shelley, Morabito & TobinGurley, 2011; Rabe-Hemp, 2007). Through an analysis of women in policing, Rabe-Hemp
(2007) added that women “choosing between gender roles and occupational roles resulted in
women adopting an identity of a POLICEwoman, which stresses overachievement and
conformity to the police subculture or the policeWOMAN identity, which emphasizes
conformity to stereotypical female roles” (p. 114). Women have to relate to one of these
identities to fit into the police subculture. On one hand, women have to completely conform to
the “manly” role of police by adjusting to their language and norms (Rabe-Hemp, 2009).
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Women’s acceptance into these specific male-dominated professions plays a critical role
in their identity construction and management. A minority group that is composed of less than
15 percent of an organization is recognized but is not generally embodied in the organization
(Kingshott, 2009). Communication embodies the social structure of an organization’s values,
beliefs, and efficiency. The organization’s culture, success, and perseverance are attributed to the
employee’s dedication and hard work. In these male-dominated fields, women must take
accountability for the physical and psychological demands that stem from law enforcement
professions by embodying an organizational identity that is closely related to their values while
considering the work-life challenges and experiences they encounter.
Women in Law Professions
Women in the legal field also experience a slew of challenges across the spectrum of
legal practice within this male-dominated field. Martin & Jurik (1996) stated that although
women were admitted into the bar in Iowa in 1896, it wasn’t until 51 years later, “that women
were permitted to practice law before the courts in every state” (p. 106). Achieving this was
instrumental for women wanting to practice law, but the next obstacle was to find a job as the
protégé of a lawyer, a position known to be masculine. Women have been successful at excelling
in law school, but progress towards equality is drastically slow. Statistics published by the
American Bar Association (2018) reveal that women in the legal profession account for only 35
percent of attorneys despite reflecting a slightly higher percentage of equal enrollment in law
school of 51.27 percent compared to 48.69 percent of men (American Bar Association, 2018).
The representation of women in federal and state benches continues to reveal a gavel gap.
According to statistics published in 2018 by the National Women’s Law Center (2018), women
in federal court account for 36 percent representation and 33 percent of district judges (National
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Women’s Law Center, 2018). Additionally, six district court judges in the United States have yet
to have a female judge on their bench.
Similar to how gender discrimination begins in the police academy training for women in
policing, gender bias begins in law school for women. Even though women were allowed to
enter law school and after women were finally accepted into law school in 1869, many schools
still banned admittance to women, especially the elite schools (Martin & Jurik, 1996). Purvis
(2012) argued that women in law school today still feel alienated in the classroom because of a
lack of in-class participation. Several studies have indicated that men are more active during
class participation (Gaber, 1998; Purvis, 2012). Women feel isolated in a masculine space where
male students use the classroom to continually compete with each other.
Women come across the masculine professional model that plays a pivotal role in which
organizational and professional advancements are made (Merlo & Pollock, 1995). This model
puts work first along with work-related organizational activities that contribute to the growth of
one’s career (Merlo & Pollock, 1995). Family responsibilities are to be limited and placed on the
back burner. This is a direct disadvantage and is a conflict for women as they attend to most of
the family responsibilities and demands of home. According to Merlo & Pollock (1995) women
are forced into the following options: “avoid having children, spend little time with them or join
the mommy track, reducing career activities and opportunities for advancement” (p. 88). The
impact of family and domestic responsibilities are voluntarily and seen as “women’s work,” thus,
making it much more difficult, if not impossible to working late hours, weekends and/or holidays
(Martin & Jurik, 1996). Therefore, men are perceived to meet organizational needs and goals by
having much more flexibility than women.
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The law profession seems to follow a similar path. Feminist jurisprudence was developed
to describe this notion as the law field is composed of male language, norms, and logic.
According to Merlo and Pollock (1995) there are four fundamentals that women agree to that
define feminist jurisprudence: “that law is one element of power in society; the law has been
historically a male enterprise, the law may be incapable of change, and whether women in a
male-dominated legal system are better served by ‘equal treatment’ under the law or by a system
that recognizes their ‘special needs’” (p. 82). Theorists have acknowledged the imbalance of
power between men and women in this field, which leads to inequality.
Women have a difficult time between societal expectations of women’s traditional,
gender role and their work identity within their organization. During this struggle, role conflict
may occur as a commonly identified stressor (Miller, 2012). Role conflict arises when an
individual has two or more role fulfillments that do not coincide with each other. An example of
this is when a woman encounters a conflict when trying to find care for their child (Hochschild
& Machung, 2012). Additional studies have revealed that women carry the burden of attempting
to balance career and family, thus finding it harder to fully dedicate to the committed, inflexible
schedule. Gender roles have placed this stereotype on women wherein are obligated to fulfill
child care and home duties. Buzzanell, Misenbach, Remke, Liu, Bowers and Conn (2005)
exemplify this statement stating by saying that “because professional women may have joint
allegiance to traditionally incompatible ideologies (motherhood and career), they may experience
greater tensions and have more complex emotion and identity management than women who
prioritize one aspect over another” (p. 263). Women are subjected to greater pressure to interrupt
their careers to care for their children when they experience unfavorable treatment at their place
of work” (p. 617-618). Furthermore, as past research has suggested, the legal field has been
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historically molded to mirror a man’s commitment to work without the needs to accommodate
their personal lives (Hagan & Kay, 1995).
A rhetorical yet thoughtful question that often emerges throughout this scholarship is how
can the individuals working in the profession that are supposed to enforce the laws on sexism
and discrimination cannot exemplify equality among its own profession (Brenner, 2014)? Aren’t
both men and women supposed to be advocates for victims and treat them with respect and
fairness?
Striking a Balance
Trying to strike a balance between the work environment and the demands of life has
been a challenging task for many individuals. The work-life balance scholarship has been studied
closely over the last couple of decades to gain a deeper understanding of the underlying dynamic
of unbalanced work, family, and life of workers. Clark (2000) defines balance as “satisfaction
and good functioning at work and at home, with a minimum of role conflict” (p. 751). This
means that in order to strike a balance between work and home, a level of satisfaction needs to
occur to lessen the chances of conflicts that may arise. Drago (2007) adds to the meaning by
defining balance as “a mixture of paid employment, unpaid commitments to family and
community, and leisure time” (p. 2). To explore the work-life balance, we must first navigate
through work-family conflict and define “family.”
Arlie Hochschild, a pioneer in revolutionizing studies of family, work and balance
discovered patterns and theories that affected behaviors causing work-life challenges. For
instance, her findings on second shift suggest that unpaid work of childcare and home duties
occurs after an individual is done with their first shift of paid work (Blair-Loy, Hochschild,
Pugh, & Williams, 2015). This most frequently happens among women who have a family.
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Drago (2007) defines family as “two or more people with a relationship such that the regular
provision or receipt of unpaid work occurs and, in particular, is expected by all parties when
needed” (p. 31). Additionally, Drago highlights that families are created through the
development of relationships. Greenhaus and Beutell (1985) define work-family conflict an
“interlope conflict in which the role pressures from the world and family domains are mutually
incompatible in some respect” (p. 77). Greenhaus and Beutelll (1985) suggest that a time-based
conflict arises as multiple roles collide putting pressure on an individual’s time spent in each
role.
Furthermore, they add that a time-based conflict is created in two ways: “time pressures
associated with membership in one role may make it physically impossible to comply with
expectations arising from another role [and] pressures also may produce a preoccupation with
one role even when one is physically attempting to meet the demands of another role” (p. 78).
Steiber (2009) conducted research on time-based conflict (TBC) between work and family roles
with 2,147 women and 1,960 men across 23 European countries. The results coincide with the
hypothesis that time-based work demands causes work-life challenges. In addition, Steiber
(2009) discussed in his results that “long working hours, working non-day schedules or at
weekends and having to work overtime at short notice show an aggravating effect on conflict,
with long and unsocial hours being more strongly related to TBC” (p. 477).
Although work-life conflict can become a challenge for individuals, studies have shown
that this challenge is more evident among women, especially if these women are married and
also mothers (Roberts, 2007; Steiber, 2009). Additionally, work-family conflict is experienced
more with parents of younger children. The reason why this specific problem exists is due to
women trying to balance their multiple roles as a worker, mother, and wife. Hochschild (1997)
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further developed this scholarship into what she coins as the “time bind” where she explained
that “the more attached we are to the world of work, the more its deadlines, its cycles, its pauses,
and interruptions share our lives and the more family time is forced to accommodate to the
pressures of work” (p. 851). The fulfillment of this role is considered unpaid work, which falls
under the motherhood norm of caregiving and housework (Drago, 2009). Drago explains that the
motherhood norm is “a society-wide belief that women should be mothers and perform unpaid
family care” (p.7). Society places these demanding roles on women to take part in their unpaid
work duties of family pressures and to take responsibility for their paid work duties as well.
Through family traditions and media portrayals, society has made women believe that they
belong at home catering to their husbands and taking care of the children. The ideal is not only
that women should do women’s work but that women can do it all—all of the time. Although
modern families now cultivate part of our era, the home duties of women are still driven as an
obligation. Less women are now confined to work traditional women jobs, but working a fulltime job does not decrease the hours of unpaid work spent at home and this can create even more
challenges for working women.
Today, women make up 54.9 percent of the U.S. workforce (United States Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, January 2019). Women are no longer traditional stay-at-home
caregivers and are instead joining the workforce in every sector and industries. Although the
percentage of men and women in the workforce almost equals where men make up 66.3 percent
of the employed labor force, and women make up 54.9 percent (National Women’s Law Center,
2018). However, unpaid work at home still is not equal. These statistics exemplify how men
prioritize work and work activities before family whereas women simultaneously cater to the
demands at work and family responsibilities (Kamp Dush, Yavorsky, & Schoppe-Sullivan,
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2017). Maintaining overall harmony that meets work and life demands is the recipe for striking a
balance (Rantanen, Kinnunen, Mauno & Tilemann, 2011). In trying to strike this balance, many
individuals interrelate their roles in seeking to perfect the harmony or desired balance. Clark
(2000) brought to light a new theory to understand work-family balance; she introduced
work/family border theory that explains “how individuals manage and negotiate the work and
family spheres and the border between them in order to attain balance” (p. 750). Clark (2000)
explores three borders in her literature: physical, temporal and psychological.
A physical border, such as the walls of a workplace or the walls of a home, define where
domain-relevant behavior takes place. Temporal borders, such as set work hours, divide when
work is done from when family responsibilities can be taken care of. Psychological borders are
rules created by individuals that dictate when thinking patterns, behavior patterns and emotions
are appropriate for one domain but not the other (Clark, 2000, p. 756).
The way these borders are crossed by individuals is through permeation, flexibility, and
blending. Permeability is the accessibility on how one domain enters the other while flexibility
explains how each domain adapts to the needs of the other. Therefore, blending exists when
permeability and flexibility occur around the border (Clark, 2000). As a result, blending can have
a weak effect when permeations are flexible and are considered strong when borders are
impermeable, inflexible and where blending is not allowed.
Since the work and the home environment have a different set of rules, tasks, acceptable
behaviors and goals the transition between the spheres of work and home and vice versa can
sometimes be difficult to attain. Clark (2000) further states that border crossers are people “who
make daily transitions between these two settings” (p. 751). Individuals struggle in trying to
achieve this border crossing.
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Balance is difficult to achieve when the energy invested in one domain takes away from
the other (Golden, Kirby & Jorgenson, 2006). However, it would be impossible to give each role
an equal amount of energy and time it requires. Greenhaus, Collins, and Shaw (2002), explore
the options of a positive and a negative balance suggesting that “a positive balance suggests an
equally high level of attention, time, involvement or commitment, whereas negative balance
refers to an equally low level of attention, time, involvement or commitment” (p. 512).
Moreover, a positive balance relates to having a high level of satisfaction in the roles of family
and work, whereas a negative balance implies having a low level of satisfaction. Achieving a
positive balance means, that one can maintain an equal amount of satisfaction with work and life.
When a healthy balance is not met, a negative balance takes over.
Currently, employees feel pressured to work longer hours beyond the traditional 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m., leaving individuals, especially women, unable to fairly balance their work and
home life. Also, the irregularity of shift work can also affect work-life imbalance (Greenhaus,
2003). Women employed in law enforcement and legal professions are no strangers to
irregularity shift work and long hours. It is not uncommon for police officers to work horrific
crime scenes at all hours of the day and night. Similarly, judges and attorneys are on call 24/7 to
approve or sign-off on warrants. As it is colloquially known, crime never sleeps and most times,
hardly do these professionals. Furthermore, work-family conflict is affected when time
commitment is placed on work. Greenhaus (2003) adds that time commitment placed on work
“may affect work-family conflict” (p. 78). As a result, lawyers, police officers and other
professions within the criminal justice field are beyond committed to their work making it
considerably difficult to strike a healthy work-life balance.
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The substantive research of work-life and identity scholarship has provided an insightful
discourse on the varying challenges that impact women in law enforcement. To that end, this
empirical study provided an opportunity to voice the gender inequalities in a male-dominated
profession, in particular women policing and law professions. The work-life challenges women
face in this profession are vital in providing insight of the work experiences within these
professions. This qualitative study explored the dynamics of women working in male-dominated
fields.
Research Questions
RQ1: What are the work-life experiences and challenges women in male-dominated professions
within the criminal justice and law enforcement professions face?
RQ2: How do women working in male-dominated professions within the criminal justice and
law enforcement professions manage the work-life challenges they encounter?
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CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
In considering women’s challenges in traditionally male-dominated professions, a wide
range of scholarship has placed focus on women’s work experiences and perceptions in the
workplace (Graue, et. al, 2016; Rabe-Hemp, 2007; Shelley, et al., 2011).This study sought to
explore the work-life challenges experienced by women in these professions. In order to gain a
deeper understanding of the work-life experiences and challenges women face in these fields,
this study utilized a qualitative research design (Lindlof & Taylor, 2010). This type of method
gives the researcher the opportunity to explore beyond the facts thus obtaining rich, insightful
results (Lindlof & Taylor, 2010). An interpretive approach was used, which is defined as a
paradigm, which relies on naturalistic methods such as interviewing, observation and analysis
(Lindlof & Taylor, 2010). This expands the meaning of multiple realities indicating a level of
comprehensions for people’s actions, motives and feelings while highlighting the understanding
of this phenomenon (Lindlof & Taylor, 2010). By applying this approach to the study, the
research acknowledges various perspectives, lived experiences and participants’ statements on
their work-life challenges.
An interpretive approach was selected for the development of the theory as used
throughout the qualitative work used to describe and understand the perceptions and behaviors of
others. According to Tracy (2013), the purpose of using an inductive approach is to build
theories discovered through themes that emerge in the data. On the other hand, a deductive
approach first begins with a theory while the researcher tests the hypothesis and either proves or
disproves the theory based on data gathered (Tracy, 2013). The inductive process allows the data
to be coded without attempting to conform to preexisting theories. Therefore, based on the
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research questions and in order to truly explore the participant’s work-life challenges without a
set of preconceptions, an inductive approach to develop the theory was deemed appropriate.
In-depth Interviews
Within the qualitative framework, this study implemented in-depth interviews, which
Lindlof and Taylor (2010) define as participants who are led to “understand their perspectives on
a scene, to retrieve their experiences from the past, to gain expert insight or information, to
obtain descriptions of events that are normally unavailable for observation, to foster trust, to
understand sensitive relationships, and to create a record of communication that can
subsequently be analyzed” (p. 4-5). In order to understand the challenges women face in maledominated professions such as law enforcement and the legal fields, women who held varying
professional positions were interviewed. It was also important to obtain the participants’
perspectives of how they communicated the work experiences they faced in managing work-life
challenges. However, previous quantitative research focused on the challenges women face in
law enforcement and the legal field without knowledge of their in-depth experiences. Previous
quantitative studies have solely focused on a percentage of women who were unsatisfied with
work or the number of challenges they faced, without invoking a deeper, meaningful testimony
of women’s challenges (del Carmen, et al., 2007; Veldamn, et al., 2017; Yu, 2015). In a study,
examining female officers in Arlington, Texas, researchers used 40-likert-scale questions to
measure their perceptions of work challenges, stress, likability of women and male officers as
well as community policing (del Carmen, et al., 2007). Although the results were relevant to
gather data on factors that shape women’s perceptions of policing, there was no way to explore
the underlying feelings and experiences each woman faced when answering the questionnaire.
Similarly, a study conducted by Yu (2015) studied 168 women working in 34 different federal
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law enforcement agencies who attended the Women in Federal Law Enforcement Leadership
Training Conference (WILFE). The researcher sent a survey packet to these women to discover
what occupational barriers women faced in this field. Although the surveys used both
quantitative and qualitative methods, the qualitative data gathered was used to differentiate
work-life balance occupational barriers. Again, there were no quotes or invoking stories to
support or further understand the occupational barriers respondents experienced. Therefore,
through the use of a qualitative method, this study will bring forward a much deeper
understanding of the lived experiences and challenges women face in these types of professions.
By implementing a qualitative approach through in-depth interviews, a thick description
that provides a rich and authentic understanding of participant experiences is evoked. According
to Geertz (1973), this strategy enhances the researchers’ interpretations by gaining a deeper
understanding of the participant’s construction of what occurred. Lindlof and Taylor (2010) add
to this by stating that Geertz sees researchers, “who provide vivid descriptions that unpack
values, beliefs and action in a group, society or organization” (p. 50). Being able to discover the
ideals and positions of participants’ experiences through in-depth interviewing explores the
meaning of thick description. These rich and insightful explorations cannot be known through
quantitative research. Therefore, by using a qualitative approach and asking open-ended
questions, I was be able to capture the lived experiences and challenges participants shared
throughout semi-structured interviews. I chose in-depth interviews which allowed for deeper
conversations between the researcher and the respondent as active participants (Riessman, 2008).
Interview Guide
The interview guide was carefully created and revised so that the data obtained would
answer the research questions proposed. I used an interview guide that allowed for a semi-
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structured dialogue between the interviewee and myself. I used open-ended questions to be able
to understand the deeper dynamic and understanding of their stories rather than closed ended and
fact-based answers of a simple “yes” or “no.” The interview guide was slightly different for the
two groups of women I interviewed because of their different professions. However, both guides
first began with obtaining a demographic background of the participant and was followed by a
series of questions that pertained to their current or former positions held. This was due to the
fact that although all women interviewed fall under the realm of the criminal justice system, the
tasks within their profession differ quite a bit. For example, I was able to ask the women in
policing specific questions about police culture such as: Do you believe that the community treats
you differently because you are a woman? and Have you experienced harassment of any type
while in training in the academy or during any of your law enforcement positions? The interview
guide for the participants in law enforcement contained 50 questions divided into sections of
introduction, gender roles, police culture, work/life balance, advancement and closing
statements. Some of questions specific to participants in law enforcement included: What
negative experiences have you encountered in this job or any other law enforcement position
because you are a woman? What changes to your personality or way of thinking have you had to
make to fit into the police subculture? and What experiences, if any, have you encountered with
harassment of any type while in the academy, training or during any of your positions held in
law enforcement? (See Appendix A). The interview guide for the participants in the legal
profession was made up of 45 questions with the same sections as described above. The only
different section was that police culture was omitted and customized to fit the legal profession
through organizational culture questions instead. Some examples of the questions are: Do you
feel that you are pushed to take on “women’s work” within your department? (i.e. More desk
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duties, being advocates for domestic violence cases), What are some of the challenges for women
working in the criminal justice system, and discuss the difficulties of advancing in the legal field?
Although not all of the questions in my interview guide were answered thoroughly, I was able to
probe for other questions throughout the interviews to gain a deeper understanding of their work
experiences and challenges. For example, the following are two probes used: Do you think you
were able to deescalate that situation because you were a woman? or Do you think the victims in
those cases felt more comfortable talking to you because you were a woman? Being able to
observe, record and interpret the participants’ reactions and emotions during the interview gave
me a better view and in-depth understanding on how the participants felt about certain
experiences encountered throughout the interview.
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Texas A&M International University approved
the interview guide along with the email and telephone recruitment script and consent forms. The
consent form detailed the purpose of the research as well as any possible risks or benefits and
contact information for the participant in case they had any questions or concerns. Subsequently,
the complete study was approved by IRB, which allowed me to gather data and interview
potential participants for my study.
My initial goal was to recruit 12-15 women who worked in the criminal justice field
within many departments and agencies in Laredo, Texas. Although a lot of women agreed to the
interview during the preliminary stages of research development, a few did not respond to my
inquiries to set up an interview date and other potential participants’ schedules were simply too
hectic to coordinate with them. The women who agreed to participate were recruited through a
snowball sample. Apart from working with two of the participants, the rest of the participants’
contact information such as their cellphone or email was gathered by either searching for their
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name online or asking a colleague to pass along the information to be able to contact them for an
interview. I used a snowball sample as a method to quickly get more participants. During this
process, the researcher asks the participants to recruit other participants who would be willing to
participate in the interview (Lindlof and Taylor, 2010). Luckily, all participants were willing to
give me names and contact information of other women who would not only be willing to take
part in the research, but also add value to it.
I advised the participants that I would only take about an hour of their time. Some
interviews lasted less while others lasted a while longer. The shortest interview was 23 minutes
while the longest was 144 minutes long. The interviews took place at a location most convenient
to the participants. I met with the participants at a local coffee shop, restaurants, or in their
offices. All participants consented to be audio recorded. This was important since Reissman
(2008) states that audio recording during a qualitative research brings forth greater accuracy by
“providing descriptive evidence of the precise words spoken by narrators strengthens
persuasiveness, and allows the investigator (and reader) to examine language—a hallmark of
narrative research” (p. 191).
Data collected with interviewees supported statements made by additional participants.
However, in other interviews, the data revealed was the complete opposite from what other
participants had stated. I noticed a pattern in the two sets of women I was interviewing. There
was a big distinction in the law enforcement participants versus the legal profession participants
in certain topics such as harassment and work-life balance. Law enforcement participants
revealed more about the “thick skin” women have to grow when entering this profession.
Additionally, getting harassed and harassing others was part of the law enforcement culture that
was known and accepted. Pielmus (2015) stated, “The organization ensures control over [the]
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individual,” (p. 450). This is identified as a strong culture where acceptance and commitment
from members influence their behavior regardless if it is right or not (Pielmus, 2015). On the
other hand, women with positions in the legal profession did not hone to these kinds of
experiences and spoke out when harassment occurred.
Transcription of Interviews
Thirteen interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. I transcribed the first two
interviews by hand. The rest of the interviews were first transcribed with happy Scribe, an
automatic transcription software. I uploaded the audio recordings to the software and within
minutes, the transcription was ready. There were many inconsistencies within the transcription
due to background noise and Spanish language used throughout the interview. Therefore, I had to
listen back to the audio recording while reading the transcription and make all necessary
changes.
Demographics
A total of 13 one-on-one interviews were used for this particular study and conducted in
English. Nine participants were born and raised in Laredo, Texas and one participant lived in
Laredo long enough to call it her home. Three others were from Chicago, Illinois, Vermont and
McAllen, Texas and had been in Laredo for the last seventeen, eight and three years,
respectively. The youngest participant was 24 years old and the oldest was 50 years of age.
In an effort to understand the different perspectives of women working within the
criminal justice realm, I interviewed women working within varying positions. For example, of
the 13 one-on-one interviews, three were officers, two were County deputies, four were federal
agents and four were attorneys. All of the participants ranged in law enforcement experience
from three to 25 years. Out of the three officers, one was an investigator, the other in patrol and
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the other served as a probation officer. The deputy participants were employed with different law
enforcement agencies whereas one was a courtroom bailiff and the other on patrol. Four of the
federal agents were employed with two different agencies and also held different positions.
Positionality and Reflexivity
Since the criminal justice field in Laredo is relatively small, it was vital to keep the
confidentiality of the participants as the utmost importance. I asked my participants to choose
pseudonyms to protect their identities as well as any information divulged during the interviews.
Eight participants chose their own pseudonym, while I created the pseudonyms for the rest.
Although one participant wanted to use her real name, I advised her that as part of the research
and consent process, her privacy was of the utmost importance.
My background as a woman who has worked in the criminal justice field for the past six
years shaped my approach to this research. It was important for me to be mindful of selfreflexivity throughout the interview process in order to understand biases that may occur.
Dowling (2006) explains reflexivity as “being aware in the moment of what is influencing the
researcher’s internal and external responses while simultaneously being aware of the researcher’s
relationship to each research topic and the participants” (p. 8). It was important to understand the
participants’ responses in relation to their stories that directly dealt with local law enforcement
offices. During the research process, I had to remind myself that sometimes the participants’
feelings and beliefs would not align with mine. This was important to reflect on during the
interview process because it was vital to represent their point of view as their own. My
positionality in this research was both from an insider and outsider perspective, which was
important to reflect on since I played a direct and confidential role in the data collection. As an
insider, I shared similar backgrounds and work-life experiences with my participants. This
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afforded me an extra level of confidence and rapport as my participants felt more comfortable in
expressing themselves openly and honestly. However, this was also a limitation in my study, as
other participants might not have felt comfortable disclosing certain stories which involved
acquaintances we had in common. Although the researcher might be part of the organizational
culture being studied, they might not fully understand a phenomena or subcultures being studied
(Drywer & Buckle, 2009). Although I work within the criminal justice field, I was not too
familiar with the work-life challenges women faced in these professions. I was intrigued by the
fact that long days at work did not stop women from going to work the second shift. Curiosity
struck me to learn more of how these women managed the work-life challenges. Lastly, working
in a field dominated by men, it becomes imperative if this also posed a problem to women.
Therefore, I wanted to explore this phenomenon further through in-depth interviews. After the
first three interviews, I noticed similarities in the context that were possible themes emerging. I
made note of those similarities and continued to do so during the remainder of the interviews and
transcriptions. As a result, the information gathered determined the data analysis approach used
for the study.
Thematic Analysis
A thematic analysis is used to identify and analyze themes that are found within the data
produced and is able to contribute to the study a rich and detailed narrative of the data (Braun &
Clarke, 2006; Nowell, Norris, White & Moules, 2017). The process of a thematic analysis first
starts with transcribing the data and carefully rereading the data that will generate codes. A code
is a word, phrase or sentence that describes the features of the data gathered. During the coding
process, a word or phrase was assigned to the interview transcripts (Lindlof & Taylor, 2010).
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Following the completion of the interviews with each participant, I began analyzing the
data obtained in order to answer my research questions. I will discuss thematic analysis approach
as well as the analysis method used to analyze the data. Additionally, I will address the approach
used to develop the themes and categories that emerged from the narratives.
An approach to qualitative research is thematic analysis. This approach focuses on the
“what” while keeping the data intact by focusing on the emerging themes of the stories
(Riessman, 2008). Thematic analysis reaches beyond the content of the data and the form of the
narrative, and instead focuses on the themes that explores the underlying ideas, experiences and
meanings (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Researchers highlight the essence of thematic analysis as
basis of storytelling. Reissman (2008) states that, “telling a story makes the moment live beyond
the moment” (p. 63). Additionally, a participant’s storytelling can subsequently share some
features of social identity or group organization that develops into the moral of the story.
Each story identifies common elements that are grouped together into codes, which in
turn produce thematic categories. The common thematic categories are then analyzed into
themes. Using a thematic approach to analyze the data provides a more detailed and wholesome
narrative of the particular themes discovered within the data. Braun and Clarke (2006) further
explain this concept by stating that “the keyless of a theme is not necessarily dependent on
quantifiable ensures - but rather on whether it captures something important in relation to the
overall research question” (p. 82). The key themes identified within the data captured the
experiences of the work-life challenges women face in these male-dominated professions.
The analysis was developed through several steps: familiarizing myself with the data by
re-reading the participant’s transcripts; labeling narratives throughout the interviews into codes;
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clustering the codes into a list of categories that embody similar meanings; and lastly, comparing
the categories that develop the narratives into emerging themes.
Coding
Although overwhelmed with the amount of data gathered with the interviews, I coded
each interview by hand to be inductively analyzed. Process and in vivo coding were both used
during this process as a method of discovery. Process coding occurs when a word or phrase is
identified that captures the essence of the data while in vivo coding uses the actual word or
phrase verbatim from the participant and are coded in quotations to differentiate them (Saldana,
2011). It was important to remember the research questions throughout the coding process was
necessary to select relevant text. With 302 pages of data, 227 codes emerged. Examples of these
codes include: “missed holidays,” “24/7 identity,” and “tough skin.” “Going against a patriarchal
force,” “Juggling identities,” “Over committed," “Verbal judo,” “Building and maintaining
supportive relationships” and “Opening communication with children is paramount.” Each theme
had a sub-category with topics such as “thick skin” “sacrificing time with family” and “verbal
judo.” Saldana (2011) suggests that categorizing falls in line with organizing the data as “it is
from these larger and meaning-rich units that we can better grasp the particular features of each
one, and the categories’ possible interrelationships with one another” (p. 91-92). Codes with
patterns of similarities were clustered together to identify categories such as: assimilating to the
male culture, juggling identities and verbal judo. Subsequently, these categories were generated
into two overarching themes that represent each analysis chapter. The first discusses the worklife challenges women face in this field and the second details how my participants manage these
challenges: Challenges Impacting the Quality of Work Life: Walking a Tight Rope and Creating
Their Own Path Through Communication. These themes became a centralized force to properly
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explore, understand and identify the work-life challenges and management strategies women
face in male-dominated professions within the criminal justice system.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS: CHALLENGES IMPACTING THE QUALITY OF WORK LIFE:
WALKING A TIGHTROPE
Women in law enforcement and legal professions shared their experiences of the worklife challenges that provided me with a depth of significant information for my analysis. Striving
and achieving a balance suitable for every individual is difficult to attain, more so for women.
The first research question this study sought to answer was to identify the work-life experiences
and challenges women face in male-dominated professions within the criminal justice system.
My participants must walk a tightrope to face the myriad of work-life challenges they encounter
on a daily basis. Learning how to navigate walking a tightrope, my participants had to go against
the patriarchal force that exists within the criminal justice system by constantly demonstrating
their place in these professions. Additionally, my participants continuously modified and shifted
through a constant struggle of juggling identities and over committing to their work.
Hispanic Male Dominance
Women are making strides for an equal workforce in law enforcement and the legal
professions, but there is still much work to do, especially in South Texas and the city of Laredo.
With its population of 260,000, women make up 51.29 percent of that population, yet still lack in
reaching gender parity in the law enforcement and legal professions (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017).
In the law enforcement community, women account for only 30% compared to men. Similarly,
women in the legal profession make up only 30 percent of licensed attorneys. Additionally,
within each agency or department, the percentage grows significantly smaller (U.S. Department
of Justice, June 2018). However, these numbers will not catalyze a change when women are not
treated with the same respect and dignity as men.
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The majority of the participants had strong ties to the close-knit community as many were
born and raised in Laredo and felt the need to give back to their community in whatever capacity
they could. Not only did the participants find it challenging to fit in a “man’s world,” but it was
also challenging to fight off the stereotypes reinforcing that these professions are only for men,
especially living in a Hispanic community. The reason for mentioning the ethnicity of this
community is to provide a better understanding of machismo, a prevalent value significant to
work-life challenges. Machismo is a concept Hispanic men are exposed to at a young age, which
has been passed on from previous generations. Roehling, Jarvis, and Swope (2005) state that
machismo “reflects the traditional gender-role attitude that males are to be providers and strong
protectors of the family” (p. 843). The values and beliefs among the Hispanic culture is that the
man is the breadwinner while the responsibility of the woman is to stay at home and care for the
children. As time went on and more jobs required more workers, women started taking on nontraditional roles to help their family survive. Unfortunately, the burden and traditional values
influenced by machismo stereotypes still impose women to fulfill the second shift (Roehling et
al., 2005). Additionally, the concept of machismo has permeated to the workplace and has
limited many women from exploring their full potential because of the belief that women are
below men.
Machismo was often brought up throughout the interviews, where colleagues, civilians
and even family members could not wrap their head around a woman fulfilling these types of job
duties. My participants were questioned as to why they would be pursuing a career that is
supposed to be a man’s job. Other participants were questioned on their qualifications and
doubted their abilities to fulfill certain duties simply because they were women. Nevertheless,
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they persisted overcoming the negative experiences. The next section will elaborate more on the
specific challenges my participant’s experienced within the machismo culture.
Going Against a Patriarchal Force
Going against the patriarchy dynamics of a workplace was a prominent theme throughout
my interviews. The patriarchy concept is represented through male domination in social
arraignments that promotes male privilege through power and control over women (Hunnicutt,
2009; Johnson, 2005). In the organizational aspect of it, women are restricted in the jobs they can
work, and usually with a lower pay compared to men. My participants found themselves in
certain situations that doubted their abilities simply because they were women.
In the legal field, Patricia Hernandez1 a lawyer and a supervisor, with over 16 years of
legal experience, felt that women are also easily judged and categorized in extremes. “Either
you’re loose and sleeping around or your family is a mess or you’re a bitch. It’s very hard for us
as women to just be in the middle.” My interview with Patricia was made in two sessions as she
received a phone call from one of the district judges who wanted to see her. Her assistant called
me back to the interview in less than 10 minutes, but those 10 minutes were enough for people to
start talking about her. “Like right now when I went with a judge, everybody was already like,
‘She’s in trouble.’” Assumptions were being made that she was in trouble because she was a
woman in power, whereas if a man would have gone to see the Judge, her coworkers would
assume he was there to chit chat.
Men still hold power in the pulse of the legal community where women are constantly
judged because of their gender. Like Patricia, in less than 10 minutes, rumors were already
circulating in the building of what she may have done wrong. Whereas a male attorney visiting a

1

Pseudonyms have been used to protect the identity of the participants.
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judge would not spark interest to be criticized. My participants indicated that women can do
anything that men do (and oftentimes better), yet they still have to prove themselves, even twice
as much, to fit into male-dominated professions where a patriarchal legacy still holds power.
Prove Yourself
Mariana Garcia, a homicide investigator with over 11 years of experience, expressed how
she continuously applied for prestigious positions within the department to prove that women
could obtain those positions and not only match, but at times exceed the quality of work these
management positions expected.
That’s why I would push myself to join these other divisions like the problem
orientation and I push myself to get into the narcotics division and then I pushed
myself to get into here [homicide division] because these are all very like
prestigious positions. Not anybody is going to be placed her win crimes against
persons. Not everybody’s going to be placed in narcotics, uhm… because they’re
all highly respected positions. They require like the best of the best. Uhm, so yeah
for a time I did, I did feel that I had to constantly really push myself and show
through my work that it didn’t matter like what gender. Like work is work. Work
is neutral.
Not only did Mariana have to work twice as hard to prove to men at work that woman can do it
too, but she also had to fight off her father’s stereotype that policing is a man’s job.“Even though
my father was never around, I remember telling him, ‘Dad, I applied to be a police officer and I’m
going to get hired.’ And he looked at me, he’s like ‘Police officer? You should be a secretary.’”
Despite her father’s old views on women, Mariana continuously proved herself throughout her
career even after coming back from maternity leave.
When I came back, I felt the need for me to sort of like catch up you know. Cause
I promoted with another detective that sits on this side of my desk. And I based
myself on my productivity with his productivity and I was like how many
murders has he had ever since he's been here you know. And I've always been the
type to show my performance like on paper. So, when I got back, I was like oh
something's happening, I'll take it, you know I'll take it. I'll take it. Give it to me,
you know, I'll deal with it. I’ll work, I’ll work it, I’ll work it. I remember that the
other day we were having lunch and we all like to you know rattle each other
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every once in a while, in good humor. And they were asking him how many
murders have you taken over since you've been here. He's like… and I look at him
and I'm like two! You’ve had two murders. And then, I’m like and me who has
been out on maternity leave twice, okay, I’ve had five murders. And then you
know we all like poke fun at each other here. But, yes, so at least in me when I
get… when I've been back from maternity leave, I’ve felt the need that I have to
catch up. There’s, there’s this great necessity in me and just overwhelm myself
with work so that I can again sharpen my tools and get back into the flow of
things.
With over 10 years of law enforcement experience, Deputy Klarissa Vargas, also faced backlash
from her family when she initially showed interested in becoming a peace officer. “The minute
you say to your family, to anyone, I want to do this, it’s like why? My mother-in-law said,
'Porque te quieres vestir como hombre?’ (Why do you want to dress like a man?) But I’m like, I
don't see the relation but, okay. I said I just want to make a difference. I want to be helpful.”
But making a difference has come at a cost since she has continuously received backlash
throughout her career for being a woman.
Before becoming a deputy, Klarissa experienced an arduous nine-month long police
academy training. Klarissa’s day began before 8:00 a.m. making sure her children were ready for
school and arriving to work promptly to start her 8-to-5 job. As soon as the clock would strike
5:00 p.m., she would quickly run to the restroom, change into her uniform and rush to the police
academy. For the next four hours, Klarissa would endure physical fitness exercises, defensive
tactics, and firearms training and learn coursework on patrol and investigation procedures.
However, that wasn’t the most challenging part of the academy. The most challenging part was
that she was a woman. “The minute that they know that you’re a female, it’s like a mission…
you’re not going to make it. They break you down so badly. And then once you put the uniform
on you have everyone saying. ‘She’s not going to pull her weight. No sabe nada (She doesn’t
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know anything). I don’t want to ride with her.’ Even though she knew she would undergo
physical challenges in her training, these additional challenges were unexpected.
Rina Casso, a 16-year-old deputy veteran shared similar experiences as one of her biggest
challenge was being accepted by her male peers, specifically because she discussed how men
view women as being beneath them. “And so as a woman, it’s the pressure of being accepted. It's
the pressure of having to work twice as hard as any other normal deputy male, you know.”
Rina’s challenge wasn’t only working harder because she was a woman, but she had to work
twice as hard because she was under the limelight of her father, who was a prominent chief
criminal investigator and brother, a current district judge. “When I got promoted, when you
know get different positions, they automatically assume that it’s political. It’s been done because
of political reasons. So not only did I have to work double hard, I had to work triple hard to
prove to them, that’s not the case at all.”
With over nine years of law enforcement experience, federal agent Camila Aguirre, also
experienced working under her mother’s shadow who has a supervisory role in the federal
government. “I’m in an interesting predicament because I’m not just a female agent, but I happen
to be her daughter. So, I’m in a unique situation from other people so I have to carry both. It’s
kind of a burden and blessing to have, you know? I get discredited a lot because of that.”
Throughout her career, Alyssa Gutierrez, a lawyer and former judge with 17 years of
experience has been fighting inequality in a world where male attorneys, judges and even her
clients think less of women. “Not only from lawyers but I started in the federal system doing
criminal defenses going in and visit clients. There were several times when they were like,
‘Donde esta mi abogado?’ (Where is my male attorney?). Like I’m your lawyer and they wanted
a man. They wanted someone older. They wanted someone older. There were some [that] even
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asked me how old I was. They just didn’t believe in me because of what I looked like or how
young I was.” These challenges have taken place throughout her 17-year career. Throughout her
years at the Public Defender’s Office, a man accused of murder said he did not want her to
represent him because she was a woman and didn’t think she was strong enough to fight for him.
She was unfortunately switched out for another attorney, but still did all the work such as
reviewing the police report, filing motions and interviewing witnesses. “It had nothing to do with
[what] my abilities were. It was just the perspective of the individual in there and what they’re
taught. You know, he was a gang member and I guess for him he is like the machismo kicks in
and he’s like, ‘I’m not going to court with a female,’ you know?”
Alyssa revealed that because she has been in the profession for so long nothing surprises
her anymore, but she still has to work twice as hard. She expressed how men are respected more
than women. Therefore, women have to work harder to earn that same respect with other men
working in the same occupation and the clients they present too.
Patricia believe women continue to face many unnecessary challenges as the majority of
elected officials, department directors and law enrichment agencies in Laredo and the
surrounding areas are dominated by men. The reason these challenges are unnecessary is because
they are solely based on stereotypes society places on women. “The first thing is that they
assume you’ve got the positions you get because of your looks, because of who you know. It’s
always having to prove yourself that ‘Hey, I deserve to be here’ or ‘I deserve to be the chief of
that court’ or ‘I deserve to be you know a department director.’”
Similarly, Alyssa shared stories she experienced in the courtroom where she had to earn respect
simply because she was a woman. “The males may be respected a little more than females. You
really have to work really hard to earn that respect. I think harder than what a male would. I have
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experienced a little bit of disrespect in the courtrooms here as a practicing lawyer from older
male attorneys. Just kind of making comments like ‘Oh, well you don’t know you’re new to
this.’ Sometimes, like I said, it’s been even harder for me to earn that respect because people do
see that and they think oh she’s a girl, she doesn’t know.”
Jane Jimenez, a newly licensed attorney quickly felt she had to assimilate to the masculine
organization by participating in “locker room talk.” Sharing an office with five men made her
feel like an outsider. “I felt inauthentic because I was having to act like one of the guys. I think
there is a constant choice that you have to make whether you are going to assimilate to sort of the
female features personality of conversation of behavior or if you are going to be your truest self
which for me is actually quite feminine. And then wondering if you are making these decisions
because it is true to who you are or because you are giving into the pressures of working in a
field that is predominately male.” There is extra pressure on women to work twice as hard to
prove themselves to gain credibility and acceptance in these male-dominated professions.
Whether in the courtroom or answering to a life or death calls, my participants expressed having
to fight twice even three times harder to survive these work-life challenges.
Don’t Speak
Participants expressed that discussing calls involving extreme and shocking situations,
which affected them can be very risky. For some, expressing how they feel feeds the stereotype
of a woman being too emotional and mentally weak. Unfortunately, this adds to the long list of
stereotypes that come with working in professions dominated by men. Not only did my
participants feel that by expressing themselves in such situations gave others material to criticize
but talking about it can also bear repercussions.
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Pam Marshall, a police officer with 11 years of law enforcement recounted a time where
she inadvertently ran the same gruesome murder suicide scene in her mind.
It was the worst scene ever. But I can't go home and cry about it. I can’t. Well I
can [cry about it]. Nobody would know. But sometimes officers feel that they
could go and talk and say this affected me. But then what happened if you do it's
like, ‘Oh she can't handle this and that.’ The law enforcement can be like I said a
double-edged sword. It's almost like you’re damned if you do, damned if you
don’t. I didn’t. I didn’t talk to anybody. I was dating a guy at the time so I talked
to him about it. I could have quit, but then where is that going to leave me?
This wasn’t the only time Pam stayed quiet about her feelings with a certain situation at work.
She expressed that one of the most emotionally challenging times while becoming an officer was
spending the first three months with a field training officer who "thickened her skin” by verbally
bullying her. “They’re up in your face and I mean, what are you going to do? Go tell? You can’t
go tell. Then you look like the weak officer and everybody will know if you put the finger on an
FTO. And you’ve still got to see them tomorrow. And even if you go to somebody else. They’re
going to go, why did she switch all of a sudden or why did he switch? So there’s a lot of
swallowing it. Keep it moving. How bad do you want it?”
Jane also experienced a situation where she felt she had to remain quiet. Unfortunately,
she experienced sexual harassment while working in an office full of men and decided to stay
quiet for some time. Not because she was condoning what had happened, but because at that time
she did not know it was deemed sexual harassment. After discussing it with her mentor, she
realized it was in fact sexual harassment. Even then, she was uncertain if she would disclose it or
discuss it at all because she worked in a profession dominated by men, and she felt her success
depended on being accepted by her peers. Nevertheless, she spoke her truth and brought forward
her concern to someone who was willing to listen. Subsequently, her male colleagues received
reprimands on their behavior, but not without more repercussions to her.
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The office was to call in all of the young men who may have been present at any
time during some of these explicit comments. And so it… there was sort of like a
chilling effect. Nobody wanted to talk to me. Young men stopped saying good
morning to me… stopped saying hello to me. I was known as the girl who might
twist your words or might run to the higher ups for any reason. There was a long
time where I would just walk into the office and no one would say anything to
me. I would sit down, do my work, get up and walk out not really speak to any of
them all day.
Jane had to rebuild bridges with some of the men who were also reprimanded for either
participating in the inappropriate behavior or sitting on the sidelines where it took place. She also
received backlash from other men outside the circle of those involved in the incident who
confronted her about the situation.
I think it kind of goes to that men will stick together with men and they might feel
like a sort of sympathetic victimization like if they see that maybe one of their
friends in their area has been wronged. And it just goes to show that if we have
more women in every profession across the board then you have got the same sort
of camaraderie with the women and then perhaps you don’t feel so overwhelmed
but the fact that there’s so any more men than there are women. So we won’t ever
really know the impact of that until we reach close to parity across most
professions and industries.
My participants felt discouraged in speaking out against the challenges they faced because they
experienced extra repercussions or were criticized twice as harsh. They do not have the right to
remain silent, yet they felt that remaining silent was in their best interest.
Juggling Identities
Women working in male-dominated fields like law enforcement and the legal profession
find themselves juggling identities in and outside of work. Klarissa expressed that men tend to
have one identity at work that hardly changes or gets criticized. On the other hand, women,
especially in the law enforcement community, need to be extra careful.
You either become like one of the boys and you listen to all the jokes. It’s a very
tight, narrow road that women walk on because, you know, are you going to be
the girl that lays around and jokes with everybody, but the minute somebody tells
you something you're going to file a complaint? Or you're going to be the girl that
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jokes around with everybody and just turns the other way and be like I was
offended, but what do you do or I'm going to file a complaint and because of you,
all the policy changes you know and nobody wants to work with you? Or are you
going to be the girl that flirts with everybody to get your way? Are you going to
be the girl that pulls your own weight? Are you going to be the girl that… so it's
endless.
In the process of constructing a woman’s identity to fit into this male-dominated field, a woman
has to constantly shift. For women, it is a constant battle of being perceived as too emotional, too
nice, too weak or too friendly. It is an endless mind battle of identity work that Alvesson et al.
(2008) describe as “the ongoing mental activity that an individual undertakes in constructing an
understanding of self that is coherent, distinct and positively valued” (p. 15). Women have to
maneuver through these identities that not only identify with their self but also how that identity
is perceived by others in the workplace.
Ysela Garza, a supervisor and veteran lawyer with over 25 years of legal experience,
became cognizant about her behavior and identity in the beginning of her career.
Very early on in my career, I had someone tell me that I was too aggressive and I
was a turn off. And I thought, if I was a man and I was aggressive, I would be
awesome. But because I am a female, I have to balance that which is the story of
my life. I even had a male attorney say to the court, ‘She’s just upset and that’s
why she wants sanctions.’ And I said, ‘Actually judge, I am not upset. I am
following the law. If I were a man, would he be saying I was upset? This is
absurd.’ I mean I would get mad.
Ysela struggled as to which identity she would put forth in the courtroom. If she was soft spoken
and nice, the jury would think she was weak and the defense attorney would take advantage of
that. If she was too assertive, the jury assumed she was too mean. It was a constant juggle
shifting between which identity to assimilate to. Now, with decades of experience and a group of
attorneys depending on her, Ysela believes that she has garnered the respect she wasn’t given
when she was a young lawyer without having to lose her women identity. “I refuse to have to
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look like a man to get respect. I found a way to still be me and get what I need to get done, you
know?”
Similarly, as a new licensed attorney, Jane is work-driven and felt like her work takes the
driver’s seat. “I feel like so much of my identity is my job. I've never thought about who I am at
work and who I am outside of work. I've always sort of been the person who is called upon to
lead. So, I think that I use a lot of those qualities that I’ve used in extracurricular activities for in
efforts outside of work.”
Learning in the last three years how to manage work and life, Jane, is open to accepting
who she is in and outside of work. She is more relaxed and comfortable in being feminine
outside of work and not too concerned with how people view her and allows herself to let her
guard down.
Rina wears multiple hats of bailiff, mother, wife and counselor to fulfill all her roles, but
she first had to construct her own identity working under the limelight of her father and brother.
“I have a brother who is a district judge and yet having my own identity has always been hard for
me. When I’m being introduced to people, they don’t introduce me as Rina. They introduce me
as Judge Coleman’s sister, or Frank Coleman’s daughter.”
Despite having to search for her own self-identity, Rina stated that being an officer and a
political daughter are always on her mind. “I come from a very political family, you know,
police presence and authority. When I go out into the public, I just can’t be out going crazy. In
my eyes you are seen as an officer all the time. Anywhere I go or do I’m not just representing
that I’m an officer or the Sheriff’s Office, [or] the Judge I work for, I’m [also] representing my
family. So my identity doesn’t really change. At least in my life, it’s pretty much the same.”
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Although being an officer does not change outside of work, the uniqueness of being a
women in law enforcement does undertake other identities that help her respond to different
calls, especially if children are involved. Not only does she get to wear the hat of an officer and
provide advice to whomever she can, she can also wear a hat of a psychologist, a nurse if she
needs to, a caseworker and also her role as a mother. “I think that’s the uniqueness of our job and
especially of the female.”
Being out on patrol, Pam also feels that her mother-self is always on and is difficult to
turn off when responding to a call that involves children. Unknowingly, her caring and
compassionate mother identity is brought to the forefront when she answers to calls dealing with
children. Yet even though her mother identity is on, her work identity still remains on “cop
mode.” “What I saw when I saved the little boy was my son. But I was still able to do my job.
But you need to be able to tell the difference when I come home. I take the vest off. I’ll take the
gun, belt off and I’m just a regular person. When I’m on patrol, my head is cop mode. You can’t
cry at calls cause you can’t. You can’t. You’re not supposed to be anyway.”
But once she is home, things change.
While I like watching Chicago PD and Chicago Fire, I don’t talk about work. I
think if [I] did keep carrying [it] home, you’ll never have a break from it. You
need to have a turn off switch. And if you don’t, it’s going to be trouble for you,
your spouse, your family, you and your kids because there’s no turn off switch. I
can’t treat my son like the suspect that I encountered just because he’s 22 years
old. Do you know what I mean? You have to be able to turn it off. This is not the
enemy. This is my son. This is not my son, this is the enemy, you know. So yeah
you have to have a turn off switch.
Although the mom/wife switch has to be simultaneously turned on and off, Pam stressed that
values you are truest to shouldn’t change even though some police habits are picked up. Despite
this, it is also difficult to turn off the police switch.
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Just because you’re a cop, doesn’t mean you have to lose your identity. Some
things will change you like you know now if I eat in, I probably inadvertently did
it because the door’s there. I eat like this (Sits facing the door). Because I’m
watching everybody come to the door. It eats my husband alive. I’m the man. No,
you’re not going to know if I got into it with Joe Blow walking through that door.
You don’t remember the people I’ve told off at calls or they’ve told me off or the
people that have said when i see you again, I’m gonna get you. So you want to
watch that door. Just some of the habits that you can, can’t turn off, you know,
when you’re off duty.
The moment Klarissa puts on her uniform, she is representing the badge. “Aside from fighting
you know your co-workers and proving yourself to your co-workers, you have to make sure you
have that same message to the community.”
The challenges of simultaneously juggling multiple identities induced various
experiences for my participants. On a daily basis, they have to navigate from one identity to the
other in order, which emerges as an existing challenge of work-life conflict.
Overcommitted
A mix of irregular work hours, not knowing the power of no and having to constantly
juggle mom and wife duties have made these women overcommit to their work.
Living out of a suitcase is nothing new for Alice Galvan, who works with Customs and
Border Protection. For the last 16 years, Alice continuously travels at any given moment
depending on the needs of the service for the government. The trip can last from a couple of days
up to a three-month’s stay. ”They always tell us live in a suitcase so I always have a suitcase
ready. All of us get our orders to leave. And that’s the thing working with the federal
government you have to be very open about your travel status because you never know where or
what can happen. I’ve been traveling on and off almost every other week because of issues that
have been happening with the government.”
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Alice’s work does not stop at 5:00 p.m. like others, with a government issued cellphone,
Alice is on call 24 hours a day. Whether a reporter from the local or national media call, she
needs to respond in a timely manner. “While your kids are either showering or you’re getting
them to bed, I’ll go into my phone and I’ll reply to some emails.” Although she began her career
and training with no kids, her commitment now, even with raising three kids, has not changed. It
has only become much more challenging. “I just think that challenge is sometimes overwhelming
especially when you have to leave for like three months at a time. There has been a lot of times
where I’ve missed holidays with the kiddos. But that’s expected with the job. A lot of us
understand that so we have to go around that or I’ll make it up to the kids and say you know
what I’ll pretend that today is Christmas.”
While working as a Magistrate and Associate Judge, Alyssa also had to celebrate
holidays at other times and was also on call 24 hours a day. While crime never sleeps, agents and
police officers would arrive at her house at all hours of the night to get a warrant signed. This
oftentimes disrupted her life, but thought about the job she signed up for. “That was also one of
my duties, you know, magistrating every single day even on the weekends, even on the holidays.
We had to learn to schedule any vacation on the two weeks that I was off.”
Answering a call at all hours of the night is a challenge Ysela also experienced. Although
the calls in the middle of the night wouldn’t interfere with her children because they were asleep,
they sometimes had an effect on her. “Sometimes I couldn’t go back to sleep and so the next day
I was exhausted.” What these women experience at work spills over at home and affects the time
they spend with their loved ones.
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With only two hours of sleep, Amber Robertson, a federal agent with nine years of
experience, puts pressure on herself to be a fantastic mom, agent, and wife regardless if the latenight work turns into day.
I had worked out super early because I knew it was going to be a busy day. Get
the kids ready for school. I go to work and I was out all night, overnight into the
next day. So Wednesday morning I got off like 6:30 in the morning. I go home, I
get the kids ready for school because that’s my time. So I get them ready for
school and then they had a lunch thing, a Thanksgiving lunch thing. And you
want to be there you know like they’re super excited to have their mom and dad
there. So then it’s like okay, I get an hour or two of sleep. Wake up. Get ready and
then I’m going to their school lunch thing and then I’m going back to work and
I’m out again until 3:00, 4:00 in the morning. I think a great thing about females
is we do well on less sleep than a male does.
But Amber does not make it to every event at school or attend her children’s extracurricular
activities. She missed her daughter’s first “basket” during her basketball game. “And like it
sucks, you know. I’m sitting around there and I’m like fuck you bad guys. Like I know it’s part
of the job, but still I’m disappointed that I missed it. So it’s like, but I would say it’s a societal
pressure. It’s me. You know, nothing says that I have to be at every game. Nothing says I have to
be at every moment of everything.”
Alyssa echoed Amber’s sentiment in that society places women as the glue to the
household. “You are the one that spends most of the time with the kids and even if it wasn’t like
that I think as women we just want to do it anyway. We just want to be involved with everything
and we feel we can do it better when it comes to the kids.”
As Hochschild (1989) argued in her work on the second shift, “even when husbands
happily shared the hours of work, their wives felt more responsible for home and children” (p.
125). Additionally, predated societal and cultural pressures of motherhood persist in demanding
responsibilities from women to commit to their children (Hochschild, 1989). As mothers, women
feel compelled to devote every minute of their second shift to their children and their needs. This
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becomes more demanding if the children are younger who require intensive attention (Milkie,
Raley & Bianchi, 2009).
Klarissa also missed many of her child’s events while working at the Sheriff’s
Department and was even called a bad mom for it. She and one of the Commanders had their
daughters in the same events at school. When Klarissa stayed working late because she was
forced to, the Commander told her on several occasions that she was a bad mom for not making
it to her daughter’s school event. "Well I’m a bad mom because I'm here doing what you don't
want to do. I'm here working and being at your boss’s beck and call so that you can leave."
Despite being a single mother, Pam could not accommodate to work a set of hours for
one shift. Instead she had to work graveyard shifts and unreasonable hours where she missed
many holidays and school events. For some of his youth and teenage years, Pam’s son grew up
alone. “He was latchkey kid.” Pam’s son was instructed not to turn on the microwave or stove
and eat what was left prepared for him until his mother came home. You have the key around
your neck, you put in the door.
The shift work was also a challenge for Mariana where she sometimes had to work
holidays and miss out on those moments with her husband and family. “The eight to five,
weekends off that affords you a lot of luxuries. Like you know, enrolling your children in after
school activities and being able to drop them off and pick them up.” Once Mariana was
promoted to the Homicide Division, she was at home by 10:00 p.m. except for the occasional
horrific murder case where she had to remain at work throughout the night. Her new promotion
will now bring in extra challenges as she will go back to shift work, something her children have
not experienced yet.
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Annabelle Martinez, a six-year probation officer, says that although her hours at work are
set from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., she doesn’t spend as much time with her children. After arriving
home around 5:45 p.m., the time spent with her children is very limited. She stated that by the
time she cooks dinner, gives the children a bath and does other household chores, she only
spends about an hour and a half each day with her children during the week. Hochschild (1989)
introduced limits women spend with their children as “speed up” time arguing that “there is no
more time in the day than there was when wives stayed home, but there is twice as much to get
done” (p. 125). Although as previously mentioned that men can share some of the second shift
responsibilities, women take on the daily duties at home such as cooking while men take on
duties that can be done every couple of months like changing the oil in the car (Hochschild,
1989).
Claudia Flores, a rookie Border Patrol agent, was the only participant that did not have
family residing in Laredo. Although at first, the thrill and excitement of a new job overshadowed
sacrificing time with family and friends back home, little by little those feelings changed. “As
time has passed, it’s like oh I’m missing birthdays. I’m missing my little sibling’s school
functions or Christmas or Thanksgiving. So, after a while, you do realize family is a big thing.”
Not only did she miss holidays and family functions, she was not home when her biological
father passed away, a moment she realized where the demands of work can sometimes interfere
with home.
For Jane, her commitment comes with an “all or nothing” mentality. Her work comes
before her friends, family and even herself. In her first year as an attorney, she had the rare
opportunity to assist on a capital murder trial where she felt she needed to devote her time
entirely to the case. With an obsolete personal life, she broke up with the boyfriend she had as
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she made no time or effort to spend necessary time in the relationship. As time went on, Jane
realized that overcommitting to work was not the best way to balance her life. “If work was very
stressful, that required all of my attention and I could not balance time spent with friends, family
or significant other. I feel like I am overcommitted sometimes or I don’t know the power of a no.
I really became aware of it and learned to take a step back because I started to experience
burnout. I realized that things weren’t measured by a semester or a summer break like they had
for the first 25 years of my life. We were in it for the long haul.”
My participants have sacrificed time with family, friends and even time for themselves in
order to fulfill their commitments at work. They understand that these professions are
challenging and threaten family time. But they took an oath to deliver justice and protect our
communities that sacrificing time with loved ones is a selfless sacrifice.
The second section of this chapter will detail how the women working these professions
managed their work-life challenges. The participants used unique communicative techniques to
navigate the challenges of unfair treatment, sexual harassment, juggling identities and
overcommitting at work. Despite being the minority in these male-dominated professions, these
participants honed their women abilities trailblazing their own path to survive.
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CHAPTER IV
CREATING THEIR OWN PATH THROUGH COMMUNICATION
In this study, I wanted to understand the work-life experiences as well as explore the
strategies these women employ when managing and navigating through these challenges
working in male-dominated fields. During the interviews, my participants elicited several
communicative strategies that allowed for a deeper understanding into how these women
maneuver work-life challenges in creating their own path. Verbal judo was a commonly used
verbal tactic that women used at their advantage over men to find their unique niche into
working these male-dominated professions. Moreover, acquiring a thick skin was needed in
order to survive to the next day. Additionally, by creating a good supportive system and trusting
relationships with their children, my participants revealed that strategically engaging in
communication practices was reflective of their work-life experiences.
Enacting Verbal Judo
Five of my participants were first to achieve significant accomplishments, thus creating a
path for other women to use as a guide for themselves at work. Klarissa was the first female
deputy to be hired full-time in one of the constable precincts. Although there were other women
serving in the capacity as part time or reserve officers, no woman had fulfilled a full-time role in
that particular precinct. The Police Department has been foundational for women in law
enforcement. Mariana was the first female assigned to the Narcotics Division while Pam is the
first and only African-American on the police force. Rina was the first female deputy trained to
be part of the cybercrime unit in 2010, the first of its kind in Laredo, Texas. Similarly, Claudia
has been the only Hispanic female to graduate into the Horse Patrol Laredo Sector for Border
Patrol. Alyssa was the only person to be accepted straight out of law school into the Federal
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Public Defender’s Office. Nevertheless, making history in this community bears many
challenges. Challenges my participants have learned to manage.
The women working in law enforcement positions acknowledged that they are physically
smaller than their male counterparts. Undeterred by their physique, women use their voice
known described as verbal judo in order to deescalate situations.
Remembering like it was yesterday, Mariana talked about an encounter she had with a
male suspect where her verbal judo was the only tactic that kept her alive. Verbal judo is a
communication philosophy that uses verbal dialogue as a powerful way of persuasion
(Thompson & Jenkins, 2013). Using communication tactics instead of physical force can help
deescalate situations like the one Mariana encountered. She was the first one to respond to a
domestic disturbance call. As she walked in through the front door that was already open, the
couple’s children were gathered up in the living room motioning her to their mother’s bedroom.
Mariana walked into an enormous man hunched over on top of the woman while repeatedly
pounding on her. Mariana yelled commands for him to stop, but he was NOT reacting. She
remembered the suspect’s name as the woman had previously given it to her as she took the
domestic violence report an hour earlier. She finally yelled his name, which caught his attention
and triggered him to stop. However, stopping only caused him to confront Mariana. “I knew that
if I were to take the woman’s side, which [was] right -- she was the victim, but if I were to take
the victim side, immediately… he was going to physically attack me.” Instead, Mariana
articulated her words in a powerful, but subtle way and asked him what was going on and go
with her outside because his wife wouldn’t let them talk. After Mariana used her verbal
techniques to guide him outside, other officers started arriving on the scene to detain him.
Thinking back on that night, Mariana would have been seriously hurt if she had tried to
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physically stop the man from hitting his wife. Knowing that she would not be able to subdue the
situation physically, Mariana not only used her verbal judo to make the suspect stop hitting his
wife, but she was also able to lead him outside where she had a better chance of fleeing or using
lethal force if necessary.
Lethal force is sometimes the only option that men resort to, especially under pressure
(Carmichael & Kent, 2017). A few years into patrolling, Pam answered too many calls where she
used her verbal judo as a communicative strategy to prevent confrontations with civilians. She
told me about a call where she stopped a person from taking their own life. A man was locked
inside a room cutting himself with a knife and the officer who responded was unsuccessful in
getting him out safely. When Pam arrived, she used her communicative strategies to cautiously
talk to the man and eased him into sliding the knife under the door. Although the knife was too
big to fit under the door, she talked him into opening the door and giving them the knife without
hurting himself or others. Using her verbal judo, Pam was able to make a difference between life
and death for everyone involved.
Similarly, Rina shared an experience in using verbal judo in answering to a call with her
partner. While patrolling the less fortunate area in South Laredo, they were waved down by a
woman who franticly told them her daughter had locked herself in the car and was trying to hurt
herself. “My male partner ran out and I followed. I was already saying, ‘okay, how am I going to
handle this situation?’ The female starts, ‘okay so what are we going to do here?’ And the male
just reacts. So, he gets there and starts knocking and she freaks out more. The little girl starts
crying more because he just reacted. So, I went when she wasn’t responding to him at all. I
looked at him and said, ‘Can I please handle this?’”
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Rina employed verbal judo along with other nonverbal cues to let the little girl know that she
was there to help. She created a bond with the little girl by stating that she could trust her and
only wanted to talk to her. Within minutes, the seven or eight-year old girl stopped crying,
calmed down and managed to open the door. A life was saved on another day at the job.
Verbal judo, a communication skill used by my participants, proved to be a tactic that
works over physical force. Combining verbal judo with women’s emotional attributes of
understanding and compassion, my participants were able to take control of situations using
communication skills more efficiently that those shown by men. For my participants, the
emphasis on communication during frightful and stressful situations was key in saving lives.
Attempting to achieve a work-life balance is challenging and it is not done alone. It
usually takes a village. The majority of my participants agreed that having supportive
relationships, strategic planning and having an open conversation with their children about work
were key components in managing work and family life. All of my participants revealed they are
the first emergency contact at their children’s schools and have to manage a pick-up if their
children have an emergency. Yet, whether a single mother or married, participants discussed the
importance of making vital life choices to value what was most important in their lives.
Building and Maintaining Supportive Relationships
The support system at home was very essential when work interfered with home life.
Amber’s husband understood her role as a federal agent and the mere fact that she has to be
around men all the time. “If my husband were the jealous type it wouldn’t work.” Because her
husband’s family does work in this area of law enforcement, he understood that work involved
late nights at work and the calls can come at all hours of the night.
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Camila coordinates schedules and availability with her husband at the beginning of every
month to avoid any mishaps. When she has to work on a case after hours or when she is out for
training, her husband takes over the duties at home with the help of their mothers. In a recent
study by Bianchi et al. (2006) researchers argue that fathers are also bearing responsibilities of
the second shift. “fathers are doing more in terms of family and childcare, despite continuing to
devote large amounts of time to paid work” (p. 128). The dynamics of the family responsibilities
at home are slowly progressing allowing more time for husbands to help their wives in taking
care of the children. The support men are providing allows for women to focus on their job when
they cannot be at home.
At the same time, having empathic supervisors help. For both agents, their supervisors
were understanding if they had to leave work for an emergency with their children at school.
Their work teams are also understanding and shift schedules when they needed time off to be
with their kids. Agents take shifts for the other if they want to see their son or daughter’s
basketball game or take time for their child’s birthday or birthday party. According to Amber,
the law enforcement community helps as much as they can when it pertains to switching shifts.
“The law enforcement family doesn’t care what your gender is. [It] doesn’t care about anything
other than, ‘Hey you’re law enforcement. I got your back.’”
The sisters in blue helped Pam out considerably, especially when she first moved to
Laredo and only knew her father. “I actually had some officers on the pickup list. A lot of the
female officers would tell me, ‘Don’t worry, we got him, we got him.’” A school pickup list is
filled out at the beginning of every year, which provides a list of names of whom can pick up a
child after school other than the parents. In this case, Pam had a lot of her coworkers on the list
and as much as possible, her father would help her out with her son as well.
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Patricia’s parents are instrumental in helping her raise her daughter after her divorce.
They are responsible for afterschool care: picking her up from school, feeding her and helping
her with homework. Patricia’s afternoon schedule is busy with her daughter’s activities and
expressed to her supervisor’s the need to leave work promptly at 5:00 p.m. Her job has been
understanding and has helped her maintain an appropriate schedule.
Mariana’s mother in law is on call anytime she and her husband have to work late or get
called in to investigate a crime scene. Her support has been monumental since Mariana and her
husband have nontraditional work schedules. “She’s a stay at home mom so she comes over as
she takes care of the kids anytime we need her to.”
It was a similar account for Alyssa who strategized the logistics of picking up the
children after school. “My husband and I have family here so we always had the support of our
immediate families to help with that.” Having three children means tripling the school activities
and events. This means Alyssa and her husband must have a strategy. Since they are both
attorneys, they made an arrangement that no matter how hectic their work schedules become.
Alyssa told me she and her husband have to make it work. “We always made it a rule that one of
us had to be there if we could so that we wouldn’t miss it.” However, coordinating schedules and
raising their children was not always easy. The most challenging part of Alyssa’s life was during
her campaign season when she announced her candidacy to run for a District Judge position.
“It’s a blur and I feel like I missed almost a whole year with my kids and my husband stepped in
and did everything with the kids.”
Annabelle shared similar experiences even though she does not have to be on call 24/7.
Her husband helps in taking their son to school in the mornings, but it was a challenge when she
and her husband separated for a time period. Working a fulltime job, Annabelle still had to come
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home and work her second shift. Hochschild (1989) argues that this adds an extra month of work
for every woman compared to men. The family obligation completely fell on her, but even
though it was extremely difficult, Annabelle’s supervisors were understanding and allowed her
arrive to work late or even leave work early when needed. She recalls a time during her
pregnancy when she was diagnosed with severe hyperemesis, a complication that causes severe
nausea, vomit and dehydration. Her supervisors were very understanding of her missing work to
care for her health. “I used up my FMLA during my pregnancy before I gave birth because I was
so sick. I requested more time after I had my baby and it was approved. I came back and I still
had my job.”
My participants highlighted the importance of developing and implementing a network of
support to assist in their work-life balance. To support this strategy, they also manage a daily
routine tailored to their work and family dynamics. Most of my participants didn’t only depend
on their parents, supervisors and coworkers to manage the work-life challenges, but they also
communicated with their children the demanding tasks of their work.
Open Communication with Children is Paramount
A common perspective in balancing work-life challenges for three of these participants
was a simple talk with their children. Getting them involved in their work domain in order for
them to slightly understand what the job entails was an important approach to attain this balance.
My participants discussed the importance of laying a foundation to communicate with their
children about the importance of their work and what some of their positions require of them.
Ysela told me about her daughter’s confusion of why she could not spend more time at
home. This talk was in fact, challenging and difficult in having to explain to her youngest
daughter how her long hours resulted in less time for family. “But if we're everything to you,
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why do you always have to go somewhere else? I don't understand. I'm everything. And why are
you going somewhere else?’ Well I said because I've got to work so that we can go to SeaWorld
and we can go to Fiesta [Texas], and we can try to go to a trip to the beach. And they may try to
understand, but it was harder when they're younger. I think it is a big thing to tell them even
though they don't quite understand it and eventually it will make sense to them.”
As her three children have gotten older and are experiencing their own challenges with
college and work demands, they now understand and relate college to what their mother faced.
Just recently, after a murder case was heard in the courtroom, a family member of the victim
walked up to Ysela and asked if the young lady sitting in courtroom was her daughter. “I said,
‘Yes, this is my daughter.’ And she goes, ‘Oh, nice to meet you. I just want to thank you for
being understanding. Just be patient with your mother because she does good for people. It may
take away from you, but know that she’s doing it for all of us and we appreciate it.’” Moments
like those made Ysela realize that although sometimes work takes time away from her children,
she is doing it for the greater good of her community.
Alyssa not only talked to her children about her aspirations of running for office but also
invited them to join her during numerous events during the campaign season. Before running,
she spoke to her children and explained to them the reason she was running for office. It was
important for Alyssa to discuss her decision-making with her children since this was the most
effective way to understand that giving back to the community is important. Having these types
of conversations enabled her to express her goals but also help them build a sense of community.
Her children were active and took part in several events like block walking and attending rallies
and these became family moments. At the same time, these experiences helped her children
understand the hard work she was putting in. “I was talking with my son a few months ago and
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he said, ‘I don’t think I could do a campaign again.’ And I started laughing. I was like you were
only there one third of the time. It was a lot, but even he felt like this was hard you know and he
wasn't even there all the time.” Her time commitment during the campaign season was
completely devoted to block walking, events, and standing on the sidewalks waving at vehicles
passing by. In the pressure of trying to balance a successful campaign and spending time with
family, Alyssa strategized and combined these two domains to find a balance. Having her
children help and experience campaigning had disastrous effects as every second of her and her
family’s lives were scrutinized. Nevertheless, Alyssa tried to make this a positive experience as
she asked her children to join her in this challenging chapter of her life.
Alice acknowledged her parenting skills in talking to her children and being open about
her day-to-day activities at work. Since she travels almost half of the time, Alice talked to her
children at an early age to help them understand what she does for a living. Missing holidays and
school events are now planned ahead of time. “I’ll make it up to the kids and say you know what
I’ll pretend that today is Christmas and I’ll just do Christmas for them.” Being able to adapt to
these circumstances has helped not only her children, but also herself in knowing that they
understand her commitment to work can sometimes interfere with home life. The societal norms
and expectations in attending every school event or celebrating every holiday with her children
used to place pressure on her parenting obligations. Opening the line of communication with her
children allowed her to feel more comfortable in fulfilling her roles as a worker and mother in
their respective domains.
Thick Skin as a Prerequisite for Occupational Survival
In order to fit in and make it through to the next day in these workplaces, women acquire
thick skin and have to roll with the punches to survive. Most of my law enforcement participants
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reinforced with certainty that in order to make it through their workday, they had to embody this
thick skin identity. Pam expressed how working as a patrol officer is a double-edged sword.
“The officer that responded to the murder with the female and the child, he did quit and he was
in his FTO [field training officer] training. It’s kind of like a double edge sword. Some say well
you should have reached out to him. Not me in general, but you know and then some said well
you knew what you were into, why didn’t you reach out to us? We’re not going to beg you to be
officers. You do have to have tough skin.”
Sharing on her own experience, one of the hardest calls Pam had to answer to was when she
solely discovered two bodies, which were part of a murder suicide. Taking every precaution
possible, she prepared for the worst as she slowly walked into a home to investigate a welfare
concern. What her eyes encountered impacted her mind forever. She discovered a male on his
last breath and the dead body of his wife lying next to him, a woman she knew from Zumba
class. Weeks following the incident, Pam could not erase what she saw or felt that evening. She
could not sleep or eat as she was constantly reminded of the crime scene. Apart from dealing
with the pressure of this call once she was out of her job, Pam also faced criticism at work on
how she handled the call. “I did not take it personally. I just stated my case and I just kept
moving. Keep moving with that thick skin. If you let it linger… hold on to it, you’re going to
become spread too thin. You have the thick skin and you brush it off, on to the next.
Having thick skin was also a prerequisite in order to engage in humor with her
coworkers, whether it was to take a joke in a light-hearted manner or not. Growing up as a
tomboy, Claudia already had thick skin as she grew up with two older brothers. However,
working for almost three years everyday with men, that thick skin grew a little thicker.
I did learn how to have thicker skin to joke around with the guys. Sometimes they
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go overboard and you’re like yeah whatever. Like kind of have to brush it off
cause at the same time later on you’re going to come up with something that’s
going to burn them. I felt more offended when the guys would hold themselves
back. A lot of the guys are like ‘We don’t want you to file or feel like you’re
harassed’ That’s what really made me feel more offended for the mere fact that
you didn’t think of me to be like one of your guys.
Similarly, Camila also felt that being treated like one of the guys made her feel more comfortable
while working. “Usually they treat me like one of the guys, which is kind of not always the best
thing because you hear things you don’t want to hear and it’s completely inappropriate. But it’s
hilarious and you know you’re on that level.” When asked if she has ever been sexually
harassed, Camila reiterated that it was part of having thick skin to fit in as a woman in this field.
“We are in law enforcement, you know. They say inappropriate things all the time. And if you
were to report people all the time, you’ll get a bad reputation. I mean I saw inappropriate things
too. I hope I don’t get filed on, but luckily you know who to joke around with and stuff like that.
It’s not like other professions. You’re in law enforcement. If you can’t take an inappropriate
joke then you need to move on. I guess some other women would be offended by stuff like that.”
Amber shared a similar account on sexual harassment. She first experienced harassment
when she was hired at the age of 25, but brushed it off. She was told she was hired for eye candy.
The comment didn’t seem to faze her because she had gotten the job and when she recalled the
moment on it, she shrugged and said it got her where she is today. “But now I sexually harass
and get sexually harassed like on a daily basis. You know, it’s a joke. Embrace the harassment.
It’s not really harassment unless it’s unwanted, right? So like someone will make a sexual joke,
laugh. Laugh and go with the flow. You can’t be the type of person bothered by them. You’d
never survive.”
To survive in the “man’s world” and fit into this form of organizational culture, women
shift their identity to conform to a man’s norms. Amber further explained that the joking in that
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atmosphere isn’t real and feels comfortable in that environment because she is able to get along
with the guys in that manner. However, this can cause an internal conflict when a woman feels
acting this way does not align with their values.
In order to survive, Klarissa spent five years of 10 years as a deputy joking with “the
guys” in a sexual manner.
Let me tell you a funny story. My job was to be in the front desk. We joke around
a lot. And I remember one of my things was I would pick up the phone and I
would call someone and say, ‘There’s milk in the front.’ And I could look down
the hallway and I could see ten officers come out of the hallway. And I would
laugh. Because milk in the hallway meant, there was somebody with big boobs
coming in. And I would have ten officers come out and they would all be in the
hallway and they would all want to see who she was and then somebody would
answer, ‘Well there's cookies to go with that too.’ That meant that she was really
good looking. Because I wanted to fit in. You want to fit in. You're trying to
survive in an atmosphere where you know that, am I one of the guys or am I just
here to do my job? Why would I do that?
Klarissa paused for a moment as tears strolled down her face. We paused the interview for a
moment as she wiped away the tears.
I get a little emotional about it because that's when you start to say, ‘Am I going
to be that girl? Is that who I am?’ No, I’m better than that. I’m better than that.
But when you're better than that it means that you’re not a game player. You’re
not part of the group anymore. And it’s like you know what, this is not high
school. I don’t have time for this crap. I really don’t. Thankfully now I’m in a...
I’m still in a man’s world, but I’m in a better place cause I think like every
situation you grow. And you learn to be like, ‘Shut up dude, don't say that. That's
not right.’ You know what, but you learn. You learn and you start to think like is
that what I am going to be? Don’t, don't do it. If it's going to cost you a little bit of
yourself it's not worth it. It's not worth it. And I remember I had lost a lot of
weight. I wanted to fit the part. I wanted to fit the part. I was like not even that
helped. Not even that made me happy for me. So, I was like you know what I'm…
I'm just going to be me.
Adapting to this organizational culture and communicating in similar ways was a painful
experience for Klarissa as she spent years struggling with maneuvering her occupational identity
in the pursuit of fitting in while finding her own happiness at work. Ashforth and Kreiner (1999)
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define occupational identity as “the set of central, distinctive and enduring characteristics that
typify the line of work” (p. 417). Walsh and Gordon (2008) argue that the roles, codes, norms,
values and language developed through an occupational identity “can form the basis for a strong
culture” (p. 12). In trying to form part of the occupational culture, Klarissa lost value of her selfidentity that did not fall in line with some of the ways in which she communicated. Klarissa,
reached an understanding of the process in which she manages her identity to connect with other
members in the organization. Halfway into her career, Klarissa realized that conforming to the
male norms of the department should not be a reflection of her career.
Women in the legal field also face challenges and lean towards assimilating to the
organizational culture by acquiring thick skin. Alyssa discussed her challenges in a field that is
dominated by men. “I was twenty-eight when I started and so a lot of the older, let’s call them
the ‘good old boys club,’ they kind of try and push you around. You have to learn how to fight
and stand up and say you know, I may be young but I’m here, and I’ve earned this title as a
lawyer.”
Throughout her career, Alyssa, although soft spoken at first, has grown thick skin that has
helped her in garnering respect from clients and other male attorneys. Having an extra layer of
“tough skin” has allowed her to dismiss comments that will not be of constructive criticism
towards her career.
In the pursuit of trying to manage their work-life challenges, my participants described
similar and challenging accounts in their commitment to maintaining and accomplishing tasks
from either spheres. Their identities as a mother, wife and worker, had to sometimes interrelate
to supersede the challenges. My participant’s interviews revealed that their communication
philosophy of verbal judo, implementing supportive relationships, allowing an open and honest
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dialogue with their children and acquiring thick skin were vital components and strategies in
managing work-life experiences.
Women walking a tightrope has become a familiar burden for my participants. However,
they have managed to embrace the work-life challenges they continue to experience such as
having to prove themselves twice as hard as men, acquiring thick skin to survive in the
occupation, juggling work and self-identities and assimilating to the organizational culture of
masculinity. Amidst the array of work-life experiences that my participants faced, these women
went beyond the call of duty to dominate these challenges.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This study aimed to explore the work-life challenges women face in male-dominated
professions, specifically in the criminal justice system. Additionally, the study offered significant
insight into the strategies implemented to manage work-life challenges. In this last chapter, I
discuss my findings of the work-life challenges as well as explain how they connect to
organizational communication. By discussing my interpretation of the analysis, I will present
theoretical issues to help bridge the gap of work-life literature. Finally, I address the limitations
and suggestions for future research along with final thoughts and conclusions.
Struggling while Juggling: Doing identity work
The challenges women face within the criminal justice system, a male-dominated field,
are unique in the ways in which they navigate work and life. The goal of this study was to first
address the challenges that were implicitly related to the organizational communication
literature. Second, this thesis provided an understanding of these women’s ability to navigate
through their work-life challenges. In gaining insight and understanding of my participant’s lived
experiences, I revealed that women working in these male-dominated professions often walked a
tight rope in having to shift and adapt to the masculine organizational culture. My participants
engaged in identity work as they juggled their identities and struggled with over commitment to
the job. Results of this study also suggest that women have to create their path in striking a worklife balance. In creating their own path, woman disconnect from these normative gender roles
and use their identity work to fulfill their duties in their respective organizations. Some of the
strategies discovered in this study include how my participants manage their time, regulate their
emotions, build and maintain supportive relationships, apply their verbal judo, openly discuss
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and explain job duties with their children, and learn to set boundaries at the workplace with other
workers.
Women working in various branches of law enforcement and the legal profession in the
Laredo community were confronted with a culturally particular challenge. Traditional or
normative gender roles within the Mexican culture are embedded into our everyday lives,
specifically in adopting traditional family roles which have been passed on through generations
of Mexican families. Aside from these normative gender roles, the long reign of machismo is
deeply prevalent in our primarily Hispanic community. Hispanic men are exposed to machismo
at a young age and is usually passed on from previous generations. Roehling, et al. (2005) state
that machismo “reflects the traditional gender-role attitude that males are to be providers and
strong protectors of the family” (p. 843). The values and beliefs among the Hispanic culture is
that the man is the breadwinner while the responsibility of the woman is to stay at home and care
for the children. Despite women now making up half of the workforce, my participants' lived
experiences captured the lingering impact of machismo from their loved ones, peers, and
defendants shedding light into the rhetoric of gender roles, and work expectations, and work
performance. As Swan (2015) affirms, “society places a particular emphasis and value on men
and women presenting particular traits and behaviors believed more fitting for each gender” (p.
1). My participant’s responses revealed challenges in trying to keep up with these gender roles
and at times, challenged them. Women working in male-dominated professions such as law
enforcement and the legal field experienced particular challenges discernible within a male and
Hispanic culture.
Additionally, Alvesson, et al., (2008) stated that identity is a crucial component in
understanding the complex, unfolding and dynamic relationship between the self, work
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environment, and organization. The organization one works for, such as a police department, can
also add value to their identity. In the struggle of trying to be accepted, women in these
professions have to reinforce their traditional gender identities. Further researchers found that
women working in occupations such as law and government come into conflict with
emphasizing their woman self or their police or agent self. (Blackmon & Rudy, 2018; Veldman
et al., 2017). Martin (1999) stated that women in policing have to choose between identifying as
a POLICEwoman, emphasizing the word police or a policeWOMAN, highlighting the
importance of serving as a female police officer. A common thread revealed among most of my
participants was how they identified themselves as POLICEwomen. As identified before, the
construction of identity work is a continuous process in which my participants encounter through
everyday strains of which identity to adapt to. Always having to prove themselves in a
profession that dents the machismo ego, these women accentuated their skills by focusing on
excelling within their job without having room for criticism. In turn, women described instances
of giving it their all and staying loyal to their work by overcommitting. Moreover, Merlo &
Pollock (1995) developed the masculine professional model that explained how men always put
work first along with work-related organizational activities and leave family responsibilities in
the back burner. One participant in the legal profession admitted to over-committing to her work
right out of law school by assimilating to a similar masculine identity of working long hours and
weekends and putting work before anything else.
As Merlo and Pollock (1995) argued, women attempt to identify with the masculine
professional and “avoid having children, spend little time with them or join the mommy track,
reducing career activities and opportunities for advancement” (p. 88). One participant expressed
how she waited 10 years to have her first child because she did not want to be criticized like
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other female officers who were pregnant or came back from maternity leave. Women who work
in these professions are at times forced to make these difficult decisions and are limited in their
decision making to advance in their career. However, contrary to what Graue et al. (2016)
identify as the brass ceiling, an imaginary barrier which prevents women from obtaining
leadership positions in law enforcement, all of my participants agreed to receiving similar
opportunities in promotions as the men in their profession. Regardless of being awarded these
chances, three participants disclosed that they applied for specific positions or refrained from
applying to supervisory roles to spend more time with their families. Two of my participants
chose to apply for other positions within their department to spend more time with their families.
Additionally, the two federal agents stated not looking further into a supervisory position
because it entails leaving the city, which in turn would separate the family even more.
Subsequently, my participants stated that these professions fall short of women reigning in
supervisory positions. The organizational culture cultivates this limited scope that makes it
difficult for women working in these occupations. Women come across organizational culture
known as the “masculine professional model” that plays a pivotal role in which organizational
advancements are made (Merlo & Pollock, 1995). This model exemplifies how men prioritize
work and work activities before family whereas women simultaneously cater to the demands at
work and family responsibilities. The expectations placed on women of the masculine
professional identity are most often unmet due to societal norms. According to Merlo & Pollock
(1995) women are forced into the following options, “avoid having children, spend little time
with them or join the mommy track, reducing career activities and opportunities for
advancement” (p. 88). The impact of family and domestic responsibilities confine women to stay
in a comfortable position within their profession to fulfill their gender role. Indeed, this is a
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problem because due to these limitations set forth by the organization and society, women face
challenging paths to career advancement and are seen as being inflexible. Therefore, men are
perceived to meet organizational needs and goals by having much more flexibility than women.
Boots on the Field, Courtrooms for Heels
Throughout this study, I found that my participants working in male-dominated
professions have to simultaneously switch between identities of a worker, wife, mother,
girlfriend or friend. Other times however, those identities intertwine between work and life.
Also, participants were well aware of being motherly, protective and compassionate. Women in
law enforcement embraced these roles as needed and when they responded to a call of a child or
as they exercised their verbal judo as they dealt with male suspects. Previous research on worklife pertaining to women in law enforcement revealed anecdotal evidence focused solely on the
challenges participants faced such as stress, sexual harassment, brass ceiling experiences, as well
as gender and race issues in the workplace (Barratt, 2003; del Carmen et al., 2007; Flanagan,
2009; Graue et al., 2016; Petrillo, 2007;). However, only few studies have previously focused on
how women employ verbal communication to garner respect and build rapport as officers.
Previous literature has referenced verbal communication as a way for women to garner respect
and rapport within their roles as officers but this study provided a more detailed view (Ireland &
Berg, 2007; Flanagan, 2009). Although women lack physical strength, in her study, Flanagan
(2009) stated that the women in her study “tend to handle situations better and sometimes there
are calls in which a woman would be better suited to managing. People tend to see women as
mothers, sisters, aunts and grandmothers, so it is easier to talk to them” (p. 12). Additionally, in a
similar study, researchers found that female correctional workers and officers rely on their verbal
communication skills for their personal security (Ireland & Berg, 2007). My study reinforced
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these findings since women in my study manage and navigate through their work-life challenges
in similar ways.
Undeterred by their physique compared to male officers, my participants use verbal judo
not only to deescalate situations but also to show kindness to children and women victims.
Verbal judo is a communication philosophy that uses verbal dialogue as a powerful way of
persuasion (Thompson & Jenkins, 2017). One participant prevented a little girl from harming
herself when she locked herself in a vehicle in an attempt to end her life. Rina asked her male
partner if she could take over the situation because he was screaming and demanding the little
girl to open the door. When the little girl became more frantic, Rina knew she had to step in to
calm the little girl down and create a trust where she would feel comfortable in opening the door.
Verbal judo resurfaced throughout my study as an essential communication tool that plays
evident in the ability to play a significant role in law enforcement professions. This strategy
justified a more in-depth exploration in what women can contribute within their professions. This
also indicated the increased necessity of women to take on these male-dominated professions.
Even though my participants work within the criminal justice system, there are several
similarities and differences that exist between those who work in the legal profession and those
working in law enforcement. Women working in law enforcement were more receptive to
assimilating to the organizational culture by strategizing and participating in male norms. To
play along and get ahead of the game, my participants participated in verbal harassment, which
seemed to be a norm within their organizations and seen as part of the organizational culture.
Substantial amounts of harassment variation exist within parallel studies of women in maledominated professions. The deepening of an existing trend of harassment in law enforcement
such as verbal, sexual, offensive jokes and coercion stemmed from previous studies depicting a
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norm in the police culture (Somvadee, & Morash, 2008; Flanagan, 2009; Graue et al., 2016).
Outcomes in Flanagan’s (2009) and Graue et al. (2016) studies expressed woman’s ingrained
hostility in experiencing harassment especially when they voiced their concerns. Drawing
comparisons from these two studies, one of my participants in the legal profession endured
verbal sexual harassment and received considerable repercussions from her male peers for
speaking up. Similarly, other lawyers experienced additional forms of harassment, and another
lawyer declined to share her experience. Juxtaposing the reactions of legal professionals as
opposed to women working in law enforcement, my participants working in law enforcement
revealed they enforcement are willing to get ahead and be part of the organizational culture by
participating in verbal harassment. Consistent with the research of Somvadee and Morash
(2008), women in policing described themselves as “one of the guys” by tolerating offensive
jokes and comments. Three participants working in law enforcement professions expressed they
did not take offense in participating. To them, it is like joking with a friend and did not see it as a
gender issue but rather perceived it as a policing family, thus keeping in mind the strong
organizational culture embedded. Only one participant expressed regret of this strong form of
joking, stating she lost a part of her identity when she disrespected other women. Acquiring thick
skin was revealed as a necessary strategy to survive in the “old boys’ club.” Both professions are
dominated with an intense organizational culture. As my participants stated, women who tend to
be more visibly emotional and expressive, will fall prey to jokes and criticism. Therefore, in
order to survive, my participants developed thick skin to toughen their spirit.
Wearing Multiple Hats
Understanding the challenges in achieving a work-life balance is reflective of the
women’s experiences in wearing multiple hats. Discourse on work-life balance has been studied
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throughout many professions in trying to find harmony between multiple roles. In juggling these
roles, role-conflict theory occurs when the sets of pressures have to be fulfilled causing
incompatible agreement with the other (Kahn et al., 1964). This theory suggests that workers
wear many hats within the workplace. Analyzing the data revealed by my participants, I found
that they too wore various hats. Participants in my study within the law enforcement profession
are at times an investigator, first-aid respondent, counselor, mentor, educator, among others.
Similarly, women in the law enforcement profession interrelate between roles of advocate,
researcher, planner, and communicator.
A time-based conflict arises when these collide and put pressure on an individual’s time
spent in each (Greenhaus & Buetell, 1985). Steiber (2009) discussed results in researching a
time-based conflict where working weekends, overtime or non-day schedules can have a
detrimental effect on work-life challenges. Most of my participants do not work a regular 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. job. With irregular shifts and being on-call 24 hours a day, without a doubt, the
time-based work demands cause additional work-life challenges. The women in the law
enforcement profession at some point in their career worked what is known as “shift work”
rotating shifts at different times of the day. These rotating shifts require women to switch
between night and day shifts—this is challenging since many women are absent from some of
the most important events in their children’s lives.
Although the women in the legal field work a more traditional schedule, their
involvement in a trial can also turn into late nights at work and having a work phone that must be
answered at any time can cause a time-based conflict. However, each call is important as my
participants have to make decisions on whether enough probable cause is obtained to secure a
warrant for someone’s arrest. Devotion to home is something these women cannot fully commit
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to after coming home from a hectic day at work. Boswell & Buchanan’s (2004) study on the use
of communication technologies beyond work hours revealed that employees using their work
phone, laptop or any other form of technological communication after hours (at home) can cause
a work-life conflict. Similarly, Schlosser’s (2002) study suggests individuals that stay connected
after hours do it to complement their personae, which is important for their self-identity. In order
to get ahead of the game, individuals stay connected, thus placing an importance to the work role
through affective commitment to the organization. Boswell & Buchanan’s (2004) argue that
individuals using communication technologies engage in work-related activities “beyond the
traditional boundaries of the organization” (p. 594). Workplace telepressure, a recently coined
term by Barber & Santuzzi (2015) define this construct as “thinking about information and
communication technologies messages accompanied and an overwhelming urge to respond” (p.
173). Researchers argue that individuals feel pressured expectations to respond to emails and
phone calls as a way to conform to workgroup norms (Barber & Santuzzi, 2015). The American
work-culture is overburdened as work spills over at home and individuals sacrifice time spent
with their family unable to disconnect from work causing work boundaries to cross with home.
In trying to find a healthy work-life balance for employees, lawmakers are seeking to mirror
France’s “right to disconnect” law to limit work weeks and disconnect company serves after
hours (Pfieffer, 2018). However, these women chose to be a part of a professional world that
cannot be left without attention, because as most mentioned, both the bad guys and crime never
sleep.
Additionally, studies by Steiber (2009) and Roberts (2007) revealed that this burden is
experienced more with women who are married and are also mothers. However, even a regular
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. shift causes a time-based conflict when women have to fulfill the duties of
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their second shift at home. The second shift is described as unpaid work of childcare and home
obligations that occur after an individual is finished with their first shift of paid work (Blair-Loy,
Hochschild, Pugh, & Williams, 2015). One of my participants expressed how she spends less
than two hours a day with her children after finishing her second shift duties. Although some of
my participants might be physically home, their mind is still thinking about incomplete
paperwork or a crime scene they just discovered.
Gambles et al. (2006) discuss in their study that work-life balance cannot exist offering
an overlap between the two worlds to attain such balance. Similarly, Clark (2000) introduced
work-family border theory which “explains how individuals manage the work and family spheres
and the border between them in order to attain balance” (p. 750). My participants have to
continually cross these borders and sometimes do it unconsciously. Whether they make an arrest
or put a bad guy in jail, these women become overprotective of their children depending on the
crime they came across at work. What these women experience at work spills over at home and
affects the time they spend with their loved ones. My participants felt it was necessary to do just
that by seeking a positive balance through a high level of satisfaction in the roles of work and
family even when it is extremely challenging and at times, a balance that is unrealistic to
achieve. However, my participants are making strides in their attempts to manage the challenges
in both work and life.
All of my participants communicated that the most significant attribute in managing
work-life challenges was through invaluable supportive relationships. Whether at home or on the
job, this system of support resonated throughout my study as instrumental in helping these
women navigate through the work-life challenges. The participants stressed the importance of
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having a good support system at home and work. This support system was illustrated by the
support of family, friends, mentors, coworkers, and supervisors
The supportive roles at home were monumental in all of my participant’s lived
experiences. They attributed support not only to their husbands but to their extended family,
friends and “the sisters in blue.” Researchers discussed that having supportive factors from
colleagues is vital to obtain a positive balance. Support such as covering shifts for one another,
depending on the other for assistance, and leaning on each other for guidance leads to better
achievement of work-life balance (Richman, Civian, Shannon, Hill & Brennan, 2008). These
researchers also addressed the communication of emotional concern, which my participants each
had different outcomes. Specific concerns or the impact of horrific crime scenes were only
communicated with colleagues or family members. Both law enforcement officers and legal
professionals expressed concern in speaking up to supervisors when a poignant situation arose.
One reason was that the repercussions might be worse and two because they already felt at a
disadvantage of being a woman. If they spoke about their concern, they would only get ridiculed
or criticized more than they already do. Greenhaus, et al. (2012) discovered that having a
supportive supervisor was essential in positively viewing a supportive organizational
environment. Appropriately, the supportive support they received from their supervisors were
solely linked to family obligations.
Attaining work-life balance is sometimes impossible. The goals of work-life balance,
although they share similarities, are different for every individual. Additionally, these goals
differ daily, weekly, monthly or with every task, big project or case. Achieving this balance may
not be the spillover from one domain to the other, it simply may be that women want to do it all.
My participants are faced with daily challenges at home and work and there are plenty of days a
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balance between the two domains is unrealistic. However, they continue to manage the daily
challenges. My participants are trailblazers in their professions and continue to push their ways
in order to be accepted into the male-dominated system.
Implications of the Study
This research adds to the breadth of work-life literature and speaks to the challenges
experienced by women in masculine dominated professions. This study identified the work-life
challenges faced by women working various professions within the criminal justice system and
discussed the ways in which they manage these particular challenges. Other scholars have
focused their research solely on women in policing or women in the legal field in separate
studies (Harris, 2000; Prokos & Padavic, 2002; Rabe-Hemp, 2008) and solely through a
quantitative study (del Carmen, et. al., 2007; Veldamn, et. al., 2017; Yu, 2015;). However, none
have combined this scholarship to include either professions or multiple professions in one study.
By employing a qualitative approach through in-depth interviews, I was able to understand their
lived experiences and garner a deeper understanding of their work-life challenges. By providing
a platform for these women living in a Hispanic community and working male-dominated
professions, we are also giving them a voice and calling upon the exploration of work-life
challenges within an organization. Their lived experiences were important to It is important to
heighten awareness into the work-life challenges these women face because they deserve an
equal amount of appreciation and respect as men do in serving and protecting our community by
keeping us safe.
This study explores the lived experiences of women navigating their work-life challenges
which is a starting place for dialogue for understanding the complexities that underline managing
work and home life. These professions carry many risks as women have to deal with criminals,
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unknown scenarios or vulnerable victims. Adding to this, are the constant struggles of proving
themselves because they are the minority in a male-dominated field plus the second shift duties
that fulfill them as mothers and wives. Organizations can provide platforms so that the women in
these professions can comfortably talk about their challenges with some of their peers. Creating a
Laredo Women’s Bar Association or a Women’s Law Enforcement Group can help my
participants and other women create a platform where they can share similar experiences without
feeling afraid of repercussions. Understanding the gender roles in society and the location of this
research was symbolic as these essential elements contribute to the uniqueness of the
participants' experiences.
My participants are in the forefront of keeping our community safe. They are arresting
the criminals on the street, investigating homicide cases and seeking justice in the courtroom.
Considering the growing number of women in these male-dominated fields, close attention
should be placed on what programs, resources and initiatives organizations offer that can impulse
a behavioral change in a Hispanic community.
Organizations need to take a closer look into the work-life experiences and challenges
women face in male-dominated fields, specifically in a Hispanic community, to understand the
gender diversity and provide better programs for women. Management positions need to enact a
collaborative approach to include women to balance the power and control that is wielded by
men.
Sexual harassment in an organization was an important and interesting challenge and
management in my study looking at it as a communication phenomenon. My participants faced
multiple communicative goals when faced with sexual harassment: stay quiet, tolerate it or take
action against it. There is no ideal way to deal with harassment, but each of my participants
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chose their communicative strategy to manage their encounter with sexual harassment. It was
very important to note that sexual harassment was viewed differently by my participants. What
some felt as sexual harassment, others saw as a communicative strategy to employ as being part
of the masculine culture. When organizations have unseen policies where women can voice their
concern on harassment or other challenges they face, the organization fails to see that they are
reinforcing the masculine culture. The development, implementation and continuous education
of resources that address sexual harassment or other types of challenges women face in the
workplace is vital to disrupt the status quo.
Limitations and Future Research
The present study significantly contributes to work-life scholarship, exploring the
challenges women experienced while working in male-dominated professions and how they
navigated these challenges. Although special attention was placed on professions that fall under
the realm of the criminal justice system, limitations in this study existed.
The stories and experiences of these women were the focal points in emerging the
discourse of work-life literature. However, only 13 interviews were arranged, narrowing the
scope of trials and tribulations of other women in these fields. Additionally, time constraints on
both my end and potential participants led to fewer interviews. Although two women were eager
to participate in the study, our schedules never coincided. Nevertheless, this was understandable
because as law enforcement and legal professionals, time is often limited and secured for other
activities. Another limitation I endured during my study was discovering my phone only
recorded 30 minutes of a two-hour interview. It was also difficult to set up another interview
with the participant because of both our busy schedules, but the delivery, expressions, and stories
were not as impactful as the first interview.
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Furthermore, as law enforcement and the legal community is a close-knit group in
Laredo, Texas, my participants were limited in disclosing too much information in the pursuit of
keeping their identity private. Although I assured them confidentiality, they felt more
comfortable not disclosing certain stories.
Only limited professions within the criminal justice system were explored within this
study. Further research should incorporate current judges, correctional officers, state troopers,
and other occupations that could have been imperative in providing a more in-depth look into
these male-dominated professions.
Additionally, it would be essential to understanding the work-life challenges, if any, men
face being that they are the dominant gender in these professions. A study on the similarities and
differences both men and women face within the same profession would provide a critical
understanding of work-life challenges. Future studies can interview married, full-time working
couples that are both employed within the criminal justice system. Five of my participants were
married to men who also worked in law enforcement. Understanding the male’s view of worklife challenge could bring forth new understandings and experiences.
Lastly, further research into what an organization may facilitate for their employees can
gain insight into a more comprehensive look at all the elements that have an impact on work-life
balance. Researchers have argued that work-life balance is a concern for organizations
particularly human resource management as they find and implement strategies to retain valued
employees (Bruck et al., 2002; Cieri et al., 2007; Lambert, 2000). Taking a closer look at Cieri et
al. (2007) study, researchers looked into various work-life strategies implemented in
organizations from 1997 to 2000 including offering employees “part-time work, study leave,
flexible starting and finishing times, working from home and job sharing” (p. 95). Results
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revealed that less than 20 percent of employees take advantage of the strategies leaving a keen
interest to continue research on what organizations can provide to their employees to diffuse
work-life conflict.
Conclusion
Women continue to break down barriers in traditionally male-dominated professions;
however, current predated gender roles remain. In small, but impactful strides, women have been
successful in achieving recognition and respect within these professions. Although invaluable to
law enforcement and the legal professions, women’s work-life dynamics persist.
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore the work-life challenges women
encounter in male-dominated professions, specifically in Laredo, Texas, a predominantly
Hispanic community. This study also sought to identify the strategies employed by these women
to navigate through these challenges. This approach led to a deeper understanding of the
participants’ notion of balance, challenge, and guidance of work-life balance.
My participants’ commitment to their professional and personal roles motivated
enrichment for their multiple identities to interrelate. For a work-life balance to even exist, these
two domains are interdependent capturing the participation of simultaneous roles. By exploring
work-life balance through a border theory lens, participants can transition between different roles
while still maintaining a desirable state of balance. Moreover, the influence of the unwavering
supportive relationships was essential in managing work-life challenges.
Even though women have not fully achieved equality, they are unfazed by the work-life
challenges encountered within these male-dominated professions. They are mindful that they are
inspiring leaders of the future generation of girls who want to go beyond.
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APPENDICES
A.

Interview Guide – Law Enforcement

Pseudonym:

________________________

Date:

________________________

Demographic Background:
Race/Ethnicity: ______________________
Age: _______________________________
Marital Status: _______________________
Number of Children: __________________
Highest Education Level: _______________
Total Years of Law Enforcement Experience: ________________________________________
Number of law enforcement departments you have worked at: ___________________________
Current Agency: _______________________________________________________________
Current Rank: _________________________________________________________________
Assignment: __________________________________________________________________
Introduction:
1.

Tell me about your background in policing (length of service, different positions,
assignments)?

2.

What motivated your decision to be in law enforcement?

3.

How has this job meet your initial expectations in joining law enforcement?

Gender Roles:
1.

What do you think are some of the biggest challenges for women working in law
enforcement?

2.

What challenges have you encountered in trying to balance your career and your personal
life?

3.

How do you believe that gender has played a role in any of these experiences?

•

How did these incident(s) make you feel?

•

How were you able to overcome these challenges?
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4.

What are the similarities and differences in expectations placed on males and females in
your line of work? (i.e. do male and female officers have similar or different work
expectations?)

5.

How do you think you are viewed by your male peers and supervisors in being a woman
in this field?

6.

Being a woman, what type of treatment do you get from your male coworkers and/or
supervisors?

7.

Tell me about a time where you felt you had an advantage or a disadvantage while
working in law enforcement because you are a woman?

8.

What is your opinion about law enforcement being described as a “man’s job”?

9.

Some people say that women are a threat to a man’s job in law enforcement. What is your
opinion on this statement?

10.

How often do you feel you have to continuously prove yourself as an officer because you
are a woman?

11.

How often do you work with other female officers?

•

How are these interactions?

•

How do these interactions differ when working with male officers?

12.

Since beginning your career in law enforcement, how has gender inequality evolved?

•

What are some examples you can provide?

13.

How do you feel about women having jobs in law enforcement?

14.

Women in this field feel they are pushed to take on “women’s work.” For example, more
desk duties, being advocates for domestic violence cases or answering to less dangerous
calls. Have you experienced this in your career?

15.

Are you familiar with how many women are in your department or in the law
enforcement field within your community?

16.

What is your opinion on women being at a disadvantage in law enforcement?

17.

What advice would you give other women and young females trying to get into law
enforcement?

Police Culture
1.

Are there any problems in your work environment that are specific to women?

2.

Have you ever felt uncomfortable in performing a task because you are a woman?
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3.

Have you had any negative experiences in this job or any other law enforcement position
because you are a woman?

4.

How often do you socialize with male and female officers outside of work?

•

What are these interactions like?

5.

Have you ever felt discriminated by other women at work?

6.

As a female officer, how does the community treat you?

7.

Have you experienced harassment of any type while in training or during any of your
positions in law enforcement?

8.

What platforms, initiatives or procedures does your organization provide where you can
voice concerns of any harassment or discrimination towards women?

9.

What changes, if any, has your organization’s mission, rules, etc. made throughout the
years so that women feel equal to men?

10.

Has your personality or your way of thinking changed to fit into the police culture?

11.

What strides do you think your organization has made to make women feel equal to men
in this profession?

12.

What would you like to see change within your organization?

13.

What is your identity within and outside the police culture?

Work/Life Balance:
1.

What are some of the challenges you face when trying to balance your work and personal
life? How do you communicate these challenges?

2.

Some women feel that this profession makes it difficult to have or raise a family. What
are your experiences with this issue?

3.

If you have had children, have your male coworkers and/or supervisors treat you different
after giving birth? For example, extra work tasks, staying late, working weekends or out
of town trips.

4.

What challenges did your pregnancy bring to your work duties?

5.

Most mothers are the primary contact for their children in an emergency which can lead
to leaving work to attend their needs. Is this something that you have experienced and
how were you treated by your male coworkers in this situation?

6.

Do you believe that having a family and/or being married affects your job performance or
how male officers treat you? If so, how does this make you feel?

7.

What advice would you give women who want to have both a career and children?
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Advancement
1.

Have you ever been skipped for a promotion or a raise? If so, do you believe this
happened because you are a woman? How did this make you feel?

2.

How easy is it for a woman to advance within the organization you work for?

3.

What changes, if any, do you think could be made to provide extra support and
encouragement for women to advance in their law enforcement career?

4.

What encourages you to remain in this field? Have there been any times you have
considered leaving this profession?

5.

What traits do you believe are necessary to be a good officer?

6.

Why do you believe few women pursue this field?

7.

How do you feel about more women entering careers in law enforcement?

•

What are some of the benefits, if any, in increasing female representation?

8.

How can we increase the interest of young women in careers like law enforcement?

Closing Statements:
1.

What other experiences would you like to share that you believe would be beneficial to
this research?

2.

Any questions or concerns you would like to discuss before ending this interview?
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Interview Guide – Legal Profession

Pseudonym:

________________________

Date:

________________________

Demographic Background:
Race/Ethnicity: ______________________
Age: _______________________________
Marital Status: _______________________
Number of Children: __________________
Highest Education Level: _______________
Total Years of Legal Field Experience: _____________________________________________
Number of offices/courts/departments you have worked at: _____________________________
Current Position: _______________________________________________________________
Current Rank: _________________________________________________________________
Assignment: _________________________________________________________________
Introduction:
1.

Tell me about your background in the criminal justice system (time in profession,
different positions held, etc.).

2.

What motivated your decision in pursuing a career within the criminal justice field?

3.

How has this job met your initial expectations in becoming a judge/attorney/?

Gender Roles:
1.

What do you think are some of the biggest challenges for women working in the criminal
justice system?

2.

What challenges have you encountered in trying to balance your career and your personal
life?

3.

How do you believe that gender has played a role in any of these experiences?

•

How did these incident(s) make you feel?
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•

How were you able to overcome these challenges?

4.

What are the similarities and differences in expectations placed on males and females in
your line of work? (i.e. do male and female attorneys have similar or different work
expectations?)

5.

How do you think you are viewed by your male peers and supervisors in being a women
in this field?

6.

Being a woman, what type of treatment do you get from your male coworkers and/or
supervisors?

7.

Tell me about a time where you felt you had an advantage or a disadvantage while
working in your career because you are a woman?

8.

What is your opinion about law enforcement being described as a “man’s job”?

9.

Many people say that women are a threat to a man’s job in this profession. What is your
opinion on this statement?

10.

How often do you work with other female coworkers?

•

How are these interactions?

•

How do these interactions differ when working with male coworkers?

11.

Since beginning your career in the criminal justice system, how has gender inequality
evolved?

•

What are some examples you can provide?

12.

How do you feel about women having jobs within the criminal justice system?

13.

Women in this field feel they are pushed to take on “women’s work.” For example, more
desk duties, being advocates for domestic violence cases or answering to less dangerous
calls. Have you experienced this in your career?

14.

Are you familiar with how many women are in your department or in the criminal justice
system within your community?

15.

What is your opinion on women being at a disadvantage in the criminal justice field?

16.

What advice would you give other women and young females trying to pursue a career in
this field?

Organizational Culture
1.

What are some of the problems in your work environment that are specific to women?

2.

Have you ever felt uncomfortable in performing a task because you are a woman?
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3.

Have you had any negative experiences in this job or any other position within this field
because you are a woman?

4.

Have you experienced harassment of any type during any of your positions in law
enforcement?

5.

What platforms, initiatives or procedures does your organization provide where you can
voice concerns of any harassment or discrimination towards women?

6.

What changes, if any, has your organization’s mission, rules, etc. made throughout the
years so that women feel equal to men?

7.

What strides do you think your organization has made to make women feel equal to men
in this profession?

8.

What would you like to see change within your organization?

9.

What is your identity within and outside your job?

Work/Life Balance:
1.

What are some of the challenges you face when trying to balance your career and
personal life? How do you communicate these challenges? How do you deal with these
challenges?

2.

Some women feel that this profession makes it difficult to have or raise a family. What
are your experiences with this issue?

3.

If you have had children, have your male coworkers and/or supervisors treat you different
after giving birth? For example, extra work tasks, staying late, working weekends or out
of town trips.

4.

What challenges did your pregnancy bring to your work duties?

5.

Most mothers are the primary contact for their children in an emergency which can lead
to leaving work to attend their needs. Is this something that you have experienced and
how were you treated by your male coworkers in this situation?

6.

Do you believe that having a family and/or being married impacts your job performance
or how male coworkers treat you? If so, how does this make you feel?

7.

What advice would you give women who want to have both a career and children?

Advancement
1.

Have you ever been skipped for a promotion or a raise? If so, do you believe this
happened because you are a woman? How did this make you feel?

2.

How easy is it for a woman to advance within the organization you work for?
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3.

What changes, if any, do you think could be made to provide extra support and
encouragement for women to advance in their career within the criminal justice system?

4.

What encourages you to remain in this field? Have there been any times you have
considered leaving this profession?

5.

What traits do you believe are necessary to be a judge/attorney?

6.

Why do you believe few women pursue this field?

7.

How do you feel about more women entering careers within the criminal justice system?

•

What are some of the benefits, if any, in increasing female representation?

8.

How can we increase the interest of young women in male-dominated careers like law
enforcement?

Closing Statements:
1.

What other experiences would like to share that you believe would be beneficial to this
research?

2.

Any questions or concerns you would like to discuss before ending this interview?
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B. Women’s Demographics

Name
(Pseudonym)

Age

Profession

Experience Race/Ethnicity

Jane Jimenez
Mariana Garcia
Amber Robertson
Rina Casso
Klarissa Vargas
Pam Marshall
Alice Galvan
Ysela Garza
Patricia Hernandez
Camila Aguirre
Annabelle Martinez
Claudia Flores
Alyssa Gutierrez

28
34
35
45
44
41
44
50
43
31
30
24
45

Lawyer
Investigator
Federal Agent
Deputy
Deputy
Officer
Media Relations
Lawyer
Lawyer
Federal Agent
Officer
Federal Agent
Lawyer

3 years
16 years
9 years
16 years
10 years
11 years
16 years
25 years
16 years
9 years
6 years
3 years
17 years

Hispanic
Hispanic
White
Hispanic
Hispanic
Black
Hispanic
Hispanic
Hispanic
Hispanic
Hispanic
Hispanic
Hispanic
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